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Meeting of the Metropolitan Council 

September 19 to September 22, 2016 

 

 

Metropolitan Council Agenda 

All housing, meals and meeting are at Seminary of the Immaculate Conception 

located at 440 W. Neck Road, Huntington, NY 11743 (about 15 minutes west of 

the Chancery) Phone: (631)423-0483. 

 
Sunday, September 18 
Arrival Day 
 
Time  Event   Location   Responsibility 
 
9:00 AM Divine Liturgy Chancery    Chancery Staff 
 
All Day  Transport  Airports   Chancery Staff 
 

Transport to and from the airport to the Seminary 

 
Monday, September 19 
Arrival and Retreat: Protodeacon Peter Danilchick and Charles Ajalat on “Christian Leadership in the 

Church” 
 
Time  Event   Location   Responsibility 
 
All Day  Transport  Airports   Chancery Staff 
 
8:00 AM Breakfast  IMC    IMC 
 
9:30 AM Retreat Session I IMC    PDN Peter 
 
12:30 PM Lunch   IMC    IMC 
 
1:30 PM Retreat Session II IMC    Charles Ajalat 
 
5:30 PM Dinner   IMC    IMC 
 
7:00 PM Reception at IMC 
 
Any needed committee meetings can be scheduled for this evening 
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Tuesday, September 20 
Metropolitan Council 
 
Time  Event   Location   Responsibility 
 
8:00 AM Breakfast  IMC    IMC 
 
9:00 AM Metropolitan Council 

 
A. Agenda: Introduction    Fr. John Jillions 

 
  B. Roll Call/Approval of Minutes   Fr. Eric G. Tosi 
 
  C. Welcome      Metropolitan Tikhon 
   - New Members 
 
  D. Metropolitan's Report    Metropolitan Tikhon 
 
  E.  Major Goals for Upcoming Year  Metropolitan Tikhon 
 
12:30 PM Lunch   IMC    IMC 

 
1:30 PM F. Pension Plan Report    Mary Buletza/Maureen Ahern 

 - Decision on Retired Clergy Plan 
 

G. Chancellor’s Report    Fr. John Jillions 
 - ORSMA     Cindy Davis 

 - SMPAC     Dr. Al Rossi 
 
H. Secretary's Report    Fr Eric G. Tosi 
 - Planting Grant/Mission School 
 - AAC Recommendation 

 - IT Report      

 - Communications/website redesign Report 

 - Archives Report    Alex Liberovsky 

 
I. External Affairs     Fr. Leonid Kishkovsky 
 
J. Legal Report     Angela Parks, esq. 

  
5:30 PM Dinner    IMC    IMC 
 
7:00 PM New Member Orientation    MC Leadership 
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Wednesday, September 21 
Metropolitan Council 
 
7:30 AM Transport to St. Sergius Chapel    Chancery 
 
8:00 AM Divine Liturgy      Metropolitan Tikhon 
 
9:30 AM Breakfast  Chancery   Chancery Staff 
 
10:30 AM Transport to IMC     Chancery 
 
11:00 AM Metropolitan Council IMC 
 

K. Stewards of the OCA report   ADN Joseph   
 

L. Internal Auditors    John Skrobat 

 

M. External Auditors    Tony Pennella 

 

N. FOCA Report     Marge Kovach 
 
O. Committee Updates    Committee Chairs 
 

 
12:30 PM Lunch   IMC    IMC 
 
1:30 PM Metropolitan Council IMC 
 

P. Treasurer's Report    Melanie Ringa 
 
Q. 2017 Budget Presentation   Fr. John Dresko 
 
R. Open Discussion    Metropolitan Tikhon 
 

5:30 PM Dinner   IMC    IMC 

 

7:00 PM Standing Synod Meeting 

 

Thursday, September 22 

Metropolitan Council 

 
8:00 AM Breakfast  IMC    IMC 
 
9:00 AM Metropolitan Council IMC 

 
S. Strategic Planning Session   Metropolitan Tikhon 
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T.  Open Discussion    Metropolitan Tikhon 
  
U. Other Business/Committee Meeting Issues 
 
V. Next Meeting and Dates established 
 

12:30 PM  Lunch   IMC   IMC 
 
Transportation to the airports all day. For those staying for the St. Sergius celebration, they will be 

moved to the East Norwich Inn until Saturday. 

 

Friday, September 23 

Open 

 

Saturday, September 24 

St. Sergius Day 

 

9:00 AM Transport to Chancery 

 

10:00 AM Hierarchical Liturgy 

 

Reception follows 

 
Transportation to the airports after Reception. 
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MINUTES 
of the Joint Meeting of the Standing Synod 

and the 2016 Spring Session of 
the Metropolitan Council 

 
Tuesday, February 16 – Thursday, February 18, 2016 
Immaculate Conception Seminary, Huntington, NY 

_____________________________________________ 

 
These draft minutes are subject to approval at a subsequent meeting of the Metropolitan Council 

 

PARTICIPANTS 

 

STANDING SYNOD 

 

His Beatitude, Metropolitan Tikhon  

His Eminence, Archbishop Benjamin 

His Eminence, Archbishop Michael  

His Grace, Bishop Paul   

 

METROPOLITAN COUNCIL 

 

CHURCH OFFICERS 

 

Archpriest John Jillions, Chancellor    Archpriest Eric Tosi, Secretary  

Melanie Ringa, Treasurer 
 

MEMBERS ELECTED BY THE ALL-AMERICAN COUNCIL 

 

Archpriest Chad Hatfield     Maureen Jury 

Archpriest Antonio Perdomo     Katherine Vitko 

Archpriest Thomas Moore     Larry Skvir  

 

DIOCESAN REPRESENTATIVES 
 

Diocese of Alaska 

Archpriest John Dunlop Patrick Pletnikoff 

 

Albanian Archdiocese 

Archpriest Joseph Gallick (except Tuesday morning)) Donna Dimitri (except Thursday) 
 

Bulgarian Diocese 

Priest Martin Watt      Deacon Esteban Vazquez  

 

Archdiocese of Canada  
Archpriest Anatoliy Melnyk     Priest Justin Mitchell    

  

Diocese of Eastern Pennsylvania 

Archpriest Timothy Hojnicki    Susan Schlasta (except Thursday) 
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Diocese of the Midwest 

Archpriest Alexander Kuchta (except Thursday)  Robert Graban (except Tuesday morning)) 
     

Diocese of New England 
Archpriest Robert Dick (except Thursday)   David Zavednak 

 

Diocese of New York/New Jersey 
Archpriest John Shimchick     James P. Kornafel 

 

Diocese of the South 
Priest Joseph Lucas     Angela Parks, Esq. (except Tuesday) 

 

Diocese of Washington 
Priest John Vitko     Elizabeth Mikhalevsky (except Tuesday) 

     

Diocese of the West 

Archpriest John Dresko     Wesley J. Smith, Esq. 

 

Diocese of Western Pennsylvania 

Priest Nikolai Breckenridge     Dr. John Schultz

      

ABSENT 
None  

 

GUESTS (for all sessions unless otherwise indicated) 
Protopresbyter Leonid Kishkovsky (Director of External Affairs and Interchurch Relations  

                 – Thursday morning) 

Raymond Boyd (Stewardship Assistant - Wednesday morning) 
Judge E.R. Lanier (OCA General Counsel – except Thursday)  

Alexis Liberovsky (recording secretary) 

 

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 2016 
 

Metropolitan Tikhon celebrated a prayer service at 9:08 AM on Tuesday morning to open the meeting at the 

Immaculate Conception Seminary.  

 

A.  Agenda: Introduction (attached)  

 
The meeting was then called to order.  Regarding the meeting’s agenda, Fr. Eric Tosi announced that Cindy 

Heise and Dr. Albert Rossi would not be present to deliver reports and, therefore, the ORSMA and SMPAC 

reports would be presented as part of the Chancellor’s report.  He also informed the meeting that Fr. Leonid 

Kishkovsky would likely deliver his External Affairs report this afternoon.  He added that there would likely 

be a brief report on the Pension Plan on Thursday, although Ted Bazil would not be presenting it, as indicated 

in the agenda.  Fr. Tosi then requested a motion to approve these changes to the agenda. 

  

 A.1. MOTION KUCHTA/ZAVEDNAK – To approve the agenda for this meeting as 

amended.  CARRIED. 

 

B. Roll Call/Approval of Minutes of Previous Meeting (attached) 
 

Fr. Tosi then conducted the roll call and announced guests who would be present at various points during this 
meeting (see participants list).  Fr. Justin Mitchell was congratulated on his ordination to the priesthood just a 

few days before this meeting.  Fr. Tosi requested approval of Alexis Liberovsky as recording secretary for the 
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meeting, which was accepted without objection.  He presented the draft minutes of the previous meeting of the 

Metropolitan Council on September 22-24, 2015 for approval.   

 

 B.1.  MOTION FR. J. VITKO/DICK -– To accept the previous meeting minutes of 

September 22-24, 2015 as presented.  CARRIED. 

 

C. Metropolitan’s Report  

 

Metropolitan Tikhon welcomed everyone to the meeting, particularly the new members of the Standing Synod 

and the Metropolitan Council.  He presented his wide-ranging report on his own ministry along with other 

significant activities in the OCA, categorizing them in the context of the following four pillars of the Guiding 

Framework for the Orthodox Church in America entitled “The Apostolic Work of the Church”, which he has 

been preparing:  

 

I – The Spiritual Life  

II – Stewardship 

III - Evangelism and Outreach 

 IV – External Relations: Long-Term Goals 

 

He stressed that the fundamental reason we are here as the Church is to provide all of mankind with the 

possibility of entering the kingdom of heaven.  He noted that drafting of the Framework is nearing completion 

along with brief videos to accompany release of the Framework.  He highlighted the work of Department of 

Pastoral Life, ORSMA and SMPAC as facets of promoting and safeguarding spiritual life in the Church.  

Accomplishments in stewardship reported by the Metropolitan included the annual diocesan chancellors and 

treasurers meeting, the Stewards of the Orthodox Church in America (SOCA), optimization of OCA Chancery 

operations, particularly through the efforts of the Human Resources Committee, as well as the work of the 

Metropolitan Council and the Archives Advisory Committee.  He requested consideration of a full-time 

Secretary to the Metropolitan.    

 

Following a recess at 10:42 AM, the session resumed at 11:07 AM. 

 

Metropolitan Tikhon continued his report, underscoring evangelism and outreach through the newly 

established Mission School as well as through OCA communications and website personnel.  In highlighting 

the Church’s endeavors in external affairs, His Beatitude spoke of the recent consultation of Office of External 

Affairs and Interchurch Relations.  He also reflected on the importance of ongoing work in this area and shared 

his experiences during recent interviews on PBS and BBC.  He indicated the significance of his upcoming visit 

to Finland.  Extensive discussion and questions ensued.   

 

D. Guiding Framework Session I 

 

In order to review, especially for new members of the Council, the Guiding Framework for the Orthodox 

Church in America entitled “The Apostolic Work of the Church”, which he has been preparing, Metropolitan 

Tikhon delivered an abbreviated PowerPoint presentation outlining the four pillars of the Framework.  Release 

of the Framework to the Church in a challenging manner and other related issues were discussed.  

 

Following a recess for lunch at 12:35 PM, the afternoon session was called to order at 1:35 PM. 

 

G.  Chancellor’s Report (attached)  

 
Archpriest John Jillions, Chancellor, summarized his attached written report.  He noted the importance the 

importance of reclaiming our Church’s vision and history.  He highlighted some of the historical events 
leading to the granting of our autocephaly.  He then briefly reported on the work of the Department of Pastoral 

Life, Board of Theological Education/Diaconal Vocations Program, ORSMA (Office for Review of Sexual 
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Misconduct Allegations), and SMPAC (Sexual Misconduct Policy Advisory Committee), as well as various 

clergy matters that are addressed on an ongoing basis.  Discussion and questions ensued.   

 

H.  Secretary’s report (attached)  

 

Archpriest Eric Tosi, OCA Secretary, summarized his attached written report.  He spoke of the work of the 

Committees of the Metropolitan Council.  He highlighted the importance of health insurance and other benefits 

for clergy.  He indicated the need to redesign the OCA website and presented the attached prospectus for this 

proposed project.   

 

 H.2.  Archives Advisory Committee (attached) 

 
Alexis Liberovsky, Committee Secretary and OCA Archivist, summarized the attached written report and 

indicated that the environmental assessment of the OCA Archives for which the Council had allocated funding 

at its last meeting had to be postponed but would be rescheduled in the near future.   

 

Fr. Tosi then reported on initial preparations that will soon be underway for the next All-American Council.  

Discussion and questions on the Secretary’s report ensued.    

 

Following a recess at 3:11 PM, the session resumed at 3:46 PM. 

 

The Legal Report was moved to the following day due to the absence of Angela Parks, who was delayed 

during travel to the meeting.   

 

K.  Metropolitan Council Committees 

 

 K.1.  Charity (attached) 

 
Archpriest Alexander Kuchta summarized the Committee’s attached report.  He additionally reported that a 

charity webpage is being prepared for the OCA website.  In discussion, the reasons for the establishment of 

this committee were noted, particularly the misuse of charity appeal funds years ago.  The webpage would 

clearly state the purpose of the committee and the funding it provides and would provide possibility for 

donations but would not be a church-wide charity appeal as in the past.  It was agreed that this page should be 

posted along with a donate button on the OCA homepage.   

 

 K.2.  Ethics 
 

Archpriest Thomas Moore, Committee Chairman, indicated that the Committee has nothing to report at this 

time. 

 

 K.3.  Human Resources 
 

In the absence of the Committee’s Chairperson, Elizabeth Mikhalevsky, who was delayed to the meeting by 

her mother’s illness, Fr. Tosi reported that she was scheduled to discuss the revision of the attached Employee 

Handbook and other task assigned to the Committee by His Beatitude. 

 

 K.4.  Internal Governance (attached) 

 

Archpriest Chad Hatfield presented the committee’s attached report and detailed the process for soliciting bids 

to engage an external auditing firm.   

 

 K.4.A. MOTION – HATFIELD/JURY – To engage D'Arcangelo & Co., LLP of Rye Brook, NY 

as the external auditor for the Orthodox Church in America.  CARRIED. 
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It was noted that the Metropolitan Council had previously approved by electronic ballot the appointment of 

John Skrobot and Dimitri Pletz as internal auditors.  To fulfill the requirements of the OCA Statute, 

recommendations for another internal auditor were solicited and the responsibilities of the position were 

discussed.  

 

The committee structure of the Metropolitan Council was discussed at length, especially in terms to fulfilling 

the responsibilities of the Metropolitan Council outlined in the OCA Statute.    

 

The session was adjourned with prayer at 4:51 PM. 

 

After dinner, an orientation session was conducted for the newly elected members of the Metropolitan Council. 

 

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 2016 
 

Following the celebration of a Divine Liturgy at Saint Sergius Chapel at the OCA Chancery at 8:00 AM, the 

meeting was opened with prayer led by His Beatitude, Metropolitan Tikhon at the Immaculate Conception 

Seminary at 11:02 AM.  

 

J.  Stewards of the OCA (attached)  

 

Raymond Boyd, Stewardship Assistant, delivered the attached PowerPoint presentation on the Stewards of the 

OCA (SOCA).  Discussion and questions ensued.  

 

I.  Legal matters (attached)  
 

 I.1.  MOTION PARKS/FR. J.  VITKO – To move into executive session.  CARRIED.  

 

In executive session Angela Parks, Chairperson of the Legal Committee and Judge E.R. Lanier (OCA General 

Counsel presented confidential details of their attached report, which was followed by discussion and 

questions.   

 

 I.2. MOTION DRESKO/GALLICK – To move out of executive session.  CARRIED.  
 

Following a recess for lunch at 12:28 PM, the afternoon session was called to order at 1:36 PM. 

 

L.  Treasurer’s Report (attached) 

 
Melanie Ringa highlighted the attached Treasurer’s report with a PowerPoint presentation, particularly sharing 

the final financial results for 2015 and very preliminary figures for the beginning of 2016.  In conjunction with 

budgeting for renovation for the OCA Representative’s apartment in Moscow, a discussion ensued on the role 

of the Representation Church.  Concerning budgeted OCA funding for seminaries, the following motion was 

made.   

 

 L.1.  MOTION DRESKO/PLETNIKOFF – That the funds designated for seminaries in the 

2016 budget be apportioned in equal amounts among the three theological schools of the 

Orthodox Church in America.  CARRIED.  

 

In conclusion, Ms. Ringa reiterated the need for a third internal auditor as required by the OCA Statute.  

 

M.  Financial Development Committee 

 

Fr. John Dresko proposed the following motion.   
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 M.1.  MOTION DRESKO/HATFIELD – That the Financial Development Committee be 

subsumed into the Finance/Investment Committee of the Metropolitan Council.  

CARRIED. 

 

N. Finance/Investment Committee 

 
Fr. Dresko, the new Committee Chairman, discussed the work of the Committee and the budget process, 

particularly for staff, including the hiring of a full-time secretary to the Metropolitan.  He indicated the 

challenges and adjustments of working under the provisions of the financial resolution adopted at the 18th All-

American Council.  Financing for the next All-American Council was also discussed.      

 

Metropolitan Tikhon led the Council in singing “Memory Eternal” for Protopresbyter John Meyendorff to 

mark the 90th anniversary of his birth today.  

 

Following a recess at 2:44 PM, the session resumed at 3:31 PM. 

 

P. Open Discussion 

 

Metropolitan Tikhon led an open discussion on a variety of issues including efficient use of time at 

Metropolitan Council meetings, the organization of the OCA administration, particularly the competencies of 

departments and the interaction of all entities.  It was suggested that departmental work should reflect the four 

pillars of the Guiding Framework presented by Metropolitan Tikhon.  Among numerous issues discussed were 

communication, clergy health and priestly formation.    

 

The Recording Secretary noted that this is the first meeting of the Metropolitan Council in recent history where 

all Council members are in attendance.   

 

The session was adjourned with prayer at 5:33 PM. 

 

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 2016 
 

The morning session was opened with prayer at 9:00 AM.  

 

R.  Pension Board Report (attached) 

 
Fr. Eric Tosi read the attached report on the OCA Pension Plan submitted by Priest Gleb McFatter, Chairman 

of the Pension Board.  In spite of a negative return on Pension Plan investments for calendar year 2015, ending 

market value of plan assets at December 31, 2015 was $24,249,348.  Current active participating membership 

in the Plan is 335 (the highest number to date) and 174 people receive monthly benefits.  

 

T. External Affairs Report 

 

Protopresbyter Leonid Kishkovsky, Director of External Affairs and Interchurch Relations, delivered an oral 

report highlighting the following issues:  

 

- The upcoming Great and Holy Council; 

- The recent meeting of Patriarch Kirill with Pope Francis.  He particularly noted the pastoral letter of 

Metropolitan Tikhon regarding this meeting and the Metropolitan’s television interviews on PBS and 

BBC concerning the meeting, which provided a significant American Orthodox witness on the matter;  

- Recent developments in the Assembly of Canonical Orthodox Bishops of the USA and other 
Assemblies around the world; 

- Recent events in other Orthodox Churches worldwide and their jurisdictions in America; 
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- The recent consultation on OCA External Affairs and Interchurch Relations that took place at the 

Chancery in January, under the leadership of Metropolitan Tikhon; 

- The work of a various talented people who have represented the OCA in external and interchurch 

relations over many years.  

 

Metropolitan Tikhon provided further insights on the Assembly of Canonical Orthodox Bishops and other 

matters.  Extensive discussion of the report and related issues ensued.  

 

Following a recess at 10:53 AM, the session resumed at 11:20 AM. 

 

U.  Other Business/Committee Updates  

 

Elizabeth Mikhalevsky and Fr. Chad Hatfield reported on the meetings of the Human Resources and Internal 

Governance Committees that convened the previous evening.  Fr. Tosi noted that the next Council meeting is 

scheduled for September 19-22. 

 

S.  Guiding Framework Session II 

 

Metropolitan Tikhon asked for a consensus on a topic among the four pillars of the Guiding Framework for a 

retreat prior to the next meeting of the Council.  The consensus was that the retreat topic should be Spiritual 

Life and more particularly clergy health.  The Internal Governance Committee will take this into consideration 

in planning the retreat.  Preparation of videos to accompany release of the Guiding Framework was discussed.  

The work of the OCA departments and the availability of other resources for the Church were further 

deliberated.   

 

Fr. Tosi provided significant new statistical information on parishes in various jurisdictions from Alexei 

Krindatch, Research Coordinator of the Assembly of Canonical Orthodox Bishops of the USA, which was 

discussed by the Council.  

 

V. Adjournment 

 

In conclusion, Metropolitan Tikhon thanked the Council for a productive meeting, noting the significance of 

full attendance by all the Council members.  His Beatitude declared the meeting adjourned at 12:24 PM.  

 

The meeting was concluded with a closing prayer  

 

Respectfully submitted,  

 

 

Alexis Liberovsky,  

Recording Secretary 
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Metropolitan Council 
As of August 16, 2016 

His Beatitude Metropolitan Tikhon 

Archbishop of Washington and Metropolitan of All America and Canada 

6850 North Hempstead Turnpike 

Syosset, NY 11791 

(516)922-0550 

Email: metropolitan@oca.org 

 

Officers of the Orthodox Church in America 
Archpriest John A. Jillions (Chancellor) 

10 Galway Place  

Huntington, NY 11743-6229  

 

Home: 516-549-2124 

Email: jjillions@oca.org 

 

Archpriest Eric G. Tosi (Secretary) 

140 Summers Street 

Oyster Bay, NY 11771-3710 

 

Home: 516-922-3504 

Email: egtosi@oca.org 

 

CH, ET, IG CD, HR, IG, LE 

Melanie Ringa (Treasurer) 

29 Wellsville Avenue  

New Milford, CT 06776-2720 

 

Home: 860-210-7933 

Email: mringa@oca.org 

 

 

FI  

Members elected by All-American Council 
  

Members elected at 16th AAC for Six-Year Term 
Archpriest Chad Hatfield 

27 Maria Lane 

Yonkers, NY 10710-2007 

 

Cell: 914-364-0219 

Work: 914-961-8313 ext 339 

Email: hatfield@svots.edu 

 

Maureen Jury  

5921 Lennox Hill Drive 

Plano, TX 75093-8054 

 

Home: 972-403-0222 

Email: jurydos@verizon.net 

 

IG CH, FI 

Members elected at 18th AAC for Six-Year Term 
Archpriest Anthonio Perdomo 

520 West Rosemary Avenue 

Pharr, TX 78577-0667 

 

Cell: 956-358-8875 

Work: 956-781-6114 

Email: padreantoniop@att.net 

 

Katherine Vitko 

6220 Loch Raven Drive 

McLean, VA 22101-3133 

 

Home: 925-667-6451 

Email: kittyv70@gmail.com  

  

CH, ET, HR HR, IG 

mailto:jjillions@oca.org
mailto:egtosi@oca.org
mailto:mringa@oca.org
mailto:hatfield@svots.edu
mailto:jurydos@verizon.net
mailto:padreantoniop@att.net
mailto:kittyv70@gmail.com
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Members elected at 18th AAC for Three-Year Term 
Archpriest Thomas Moore 

634 Wren Road 

Lexington, SC 29073-9106 

 

Cell: 803-318-6093 

Church: 803-926-8744 

Email: frthomas@holyapostles.org 

 

Larry Skvir 

156 Whitemarsh Way 

Delran, NJ 08075-2216 

 

Cell: 609-220-6176 

Home:  856-461-9474 

Email: lskvir@aol.com 

 

CH, ET FI 

Alternates elected at 18th AAC for Three-Year Term 
Archpriest Elijah Mueller 

110 East 55th Street 

Chicago, IL 60615-5112 

 

Home: 312-714-9775 

Email: ElijahNMueller@sbcglobal.net 

 

Michael Strelka 

1809 North Ridge Avenue 

Arlington, IL60004-3748 

 

Home: 

Email: michael.strelka@gmail.com 

  

  

 

Members Elected by Diocese 
Diocese of Alaska 
Archpriest John Dunlop  

414 Mission Road  

Kodiak, AK 99615-6329 

 

Home: 907-486-0950 

Email: frjohn@sthermanseminary.org 

 

Subdeacon Patrick Pletnikoff 

PO Box 71484  

Fairbanks, AK 99707-1484 

 

Cell: 907-378-6818 

Email: patrickjeremyp@yahoo.com 

  

CH FI 

Albanian Archdiocese 
Archpriest Joseph Gallick 

3 Wildwood Drive 

Southborough, MA 01772-1989 

 

Home: 508-481-2028 

Email: Jgall41080@aol.com 

 

Donna Dimitri  

1901 Beverly Road  

Burlington, NJ 08016-1114 

 

Cell: 609-685-1651 

Email: donnadimitri@gmail.com 

 

HR LE 

Bulgarian Diocese 
Priest Martin Watt 

1411 Wilson Avenue 

Ames, IA 50010-5463 

 

Cell: 515-357-0948 

Home: 515-337-1192 

Email: frmarty@amesorthodox.org 

 

Popadia Christine Monkowski  

12267 Woodside Court 

Strongsville, OH 44136-4258  

 

Cell: 440-554-9396 

Email: theacvcm@gmail.com 

FI, IG  

mailto:lskvir@aol.com
mailto:ElijahNMueller@sbcglobal.net
mailto:michael.strelka@gmail.com
mailto:frjohn@sthermanseminary.org
mailto:patrickjeremyp@yahoo.com
mailto:Jgall41080@aol.com
mailto:donnadimitri@gmail.com
mailto:frmarty@amesorthodox.org
mailto:theacvcm@gmail.com
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Archdiocese of Canada 
Archpriest Anatoliy Melnyk 

1175 rue Champlain 

Montreal, QC H2L 2R7 

Canada 

 

Office: 514-522-2801 

Email: montreal.sobor@gmail.com 

 

Deacon Nicholas Svetlovsky  

486 Boyer Crescent 

L’lle Bizard, QC H9C 2S3 

Canada 

 

Home: 514-620-0434 

Email: niclovsky@hotmail.ca  

 

IG FI 

Diocese of Eastern Pennsylvania 
Archpriest Timothy Hojnicki 

624 Allenview Drive 

Mechanicsburg, PA 17055-6181 

 

Cell: 717-645-5281 

Email: thoj@hotmail.com 

Susan Grancey Schlasta 

1744 Lakeland Drive  

Scott Township, PA 18433-3117 

 

Cell: 570-840-9544 

Email: sschlasta@gmail.com 
 

ET ET 

Diocese of Midwest 
Archpriest Alexander Kuchta 

7 Cumberland Court 

Cary, IL 60013-1912 

 

Home: 847-516-6025 

Email: akyxta@fastsurf.us 
 

Robert Graban 

29541 Oakview Street 

Livonia, MI 48154-4463 

 

Cell: 313-702-1300 

Email: RGraban@yahoo.com 

 

CH, CM FI, IG 

Diocese of New England 
Archpriest Robert F. Dick II 

34 Fairfield Street 

Maynard, MA 01754-1743 

 

Cell: 978-793-2350 

Office: 978-897-4364 

Email: rfd2@earthlink.net 

 

David Zavednak  

65 Hyla Lane 

Northford, CT 06472-1247 

 

Home: 203-484-4071 

Cell: 203-215-1792 

Email: dzaved65@gmail.com 

 

FI IG 

Diocese of New York and New Jersey 
Archpriest John Shimchick 

24 Colmar Road 

Cherry Hill, NJ 08002-1206 

 

Home: 609-315-2894 

Office: 856-665-2491 

Email: FrJS@aol.com 

 

 

James P. Kornafel 

16 Schaeffer Lane 

Freehold, NJ 07728-2809 

 

Home: 732-462-3388 

Email: jimmyk@optonline.net  

 

  

  

mailto:montreal.sobor@gmail.com
mailto:niclovsky@hotmail.ca
mailto:sschlasta@gmail.com
mailto:akyxta@fastsurf.us
mailto:RGraban@yahoo.com
mailto:rfd2@earthlink.net
mailto:dzaved65@gmail.com
mailto:FrJS@aol.com
mailto:jimmyk@optonline.net
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Romanian Archdiocese 
Open Open 

Diocese of South 
Priest Joseph Lucas 

8510 NW 138th  

Terr Apt 1902 

Miami Lakes, FL 33016-6593 

 

Home: 305-332-4454 

Email: joseph.lucas@yahoo.com 

 

Angela Parks, esq 

Director of Regulatory Programs 

Alabama State Bar 

PO Box 671  

Montgomery, AL 36101-0671 

 

Work: 334-269-1515 

Email: angela.parks@aol.com 

  

HR LE 

Archdiocese of Washington 
Archpriest John Vitko 

6220 Loch Raven Drive 

McLean, VA 22101-3403 

 

Home: 925-667-6451 

Email: john.vitko@gmail.com 

 

Elizabeth Mikhalevsky 

309 Yoakum Parkway #611 

Alexandria, VA 22304-3931 

 

Home: 571-483-0388 

Email: lisamik56@gmail.com 

 

 CH, HR 

Diocese of West 
Archpriest John J. Dresko 

1747 Crystal Downs Ave 

Las Vegas, NV 89123-2413 

 

Cell: 860-833-4921 

Email: fatherjohn@lasvegasorthodox.com 

 

 

Wesley J. Smith, Esq 

19525 Barlow Court  

Castro Valley, CA 94546-3205 

 

Home: 510-886-8609 

Cell: 510-501-6642 

Email: wesley@discovery.org 

 

FI, HR LE 

Diocese of Western Pennsylvania  

Priest Nikolai Breckenridge 

150 Elmtree Road 

New Kensington, PA 15068-4636 

 

Cell: 570-604-4277 

Home: 724-337-8162 

Email: nikolai.breckenridge@gmail.com 

 

Dr. John Schultz 

11 Ralston Lane 

Weirton, WV 26062-5535 

 

Cell: 304-479-5071 

Home: 304-748-1223 

Office: 304-723-3967 

Email: jpswv@comcast.net 

 ET, HR 

Committee Codes: 
CH = Charity 

ET = Ethics 

FI = Finance/Investment 

 

 

HR = Human Resources 

IG = Internal Governance 

LE = Legal 

Bold/Italic = chairperson 

 

mailto:joseph.lucas@yahoo.com
mailto:angela.parks@aol.com
mailto:john.vitko@gmail.com
mailto:fatherjohn@lasvegasorthodox.com
mailto:wesley@discovery.org
mailto:nikolai.breckenridge@gmail.com
mailto:oneuschurch@yahoo.com
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FROM: Archpriest Eric G. Tosi, Secretary 

TO:  Holy Synod and Metropolitan Council 

DATE:  February 22, 2016 

REF:  Metropolitan Council Committees 

 

The following is the organization of the Metropolitan Council for the current term.  Each member 

volunteered to serve on the different committees.  Each committee has a member of the Lesser 

Synod and an officer of the Church. 

 

1. Currently these are the established committees.  Charity, Ethics, Finance/Investment, 

Human Resources, Internal Governance, Legal. These committees must have at least 

three members of the MC to be qualified under NY State non-profit law. The 

Financial Development Committee was merged with Finance Investment committee. 

2. There are special committees that must have at least 1 member under NY State Non-

profit law and have qualifications to serve.  They are legal and charity. 

3. There is an Internal Auditor Committee which is mandated by the AAC and is 

comprised of qualified external people who report to the MC. 

4. There are 32 members (Metropolitan), 3 officers, 4 at large and 24 diocesan) 

5. Each MC member should be a member of one committee and all should serve 

6. Additional membership on a committee from outside the MC should be termed 

consultants and approved by Metropolitan and Metropolitan Council 

7. Each committee chair will be chosen within the committee and be responsible for all 

meetings, communication and present a report at each meeting 

8. Each committee should be a mix of clergy and lay and take into account skill sets 

 

 

Charity (Special and needs 501©3 charitable training):   
 

Fr. Alexander Kuchta (chair) 

Bishop Melchisedek (Synod Liaison) 

Fr. John Jillions (Chancery Liaison) 

Fr. John Dunlop 

Fr. Thomas Moore 

Fr. Antonio Perdomo 

Maureen Jury 

Lisa Mikhalevsky 

 

 
Ethics:    Fr. Thomas Moore (Chair) 

Bishop Alexander (Synod Liaison) 

Fr. John Jillions (Chancery Liaison) 

Fr. Timothy Hojnicki 

Fr. Antonio Perdomo 

Dn. Esteban Vazquez 

Susan Schlasta 

Dr. John Schultz 

 

Finance/Investment:    Fr. John Dresko (Chair) 

Bishop Irenee (Synod Liaison) 

Melanie Ringa (Chancery Liaison) 

Fr. Robert Dick 

Fr. Justin Mitchell 

Fr. Martin Watt 

Bob Graban 
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Maureen Jury 

Jeremy Pletnikoff 

Larry Skvir 

 

Human Resource:  Lisa Mikhalevsky (Chair) 

  Archbishop Nathaniel (Synod Liaison)   

Fr. Eric G. Tosi (Chancery Liaison) 

Fr. John Dresko 

Fr. Joseph Gallick 

Fr. Joseph Lucas 

Fr. Antonio Perdomo 

Dr. John Schultz 

Katherine Vitko 
 

Internal Auditors:  Not a Committee per MC but reports to MC as through 

AAC amendment to statutes 

 John Skrobot 

 Dimitri Pletz 

 Theodora Blom 
  
Internal Governance:  Fr. Chad Hatfield (Chair) 

Bishop Melchisedek (Synod Liaison) 

Fr. Eric G. Tosi (Chancery Liaison) 

Fr. Anatoliy Melnyk 

Fr. Martin Watt 

Bob Graban 

Katherine Vitko 

David Zavednak 

 

Legal (Special and needs legal qualifications): 

 Angela Parks (Chair) 

Archbishop Nikon (Synod Liaison) 

Fr. Eric G. Tosi (Chancery Liaison) 

Wesley Smith 

Donna Dmitri 

Gregory Nescott (consultant) 

Judge E. R. Lanier (consultant) 
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Preliminary Report for the 19th All-American Council 

Archpriest Eric G. Tosi 
 

1. Introduction 
 

The 19th All-American Council will be held in 2018. As such, planning has begun for 

sites and dates that would adhere to the guidance from the Holy Synod. Dn Peter and 

Ilchuk and I prepared a prospectus on the requirements for the AAC. We once again 

contracted Conference Direct as our AAC partners as they have assisted us successfully 

for many years. Roxanne Kramer was once again assigned as out representative. As a 

note, we do not pay Conference Direct but rather they get their fees from the hotel that 

we choose. They have much more clout and influence on the negotiating process and can 

search every major hotel in every city throughout North America.  

 

Following the prospectus process and the search process, Conference Direct came back to 

us with a list of possible cities and sites. There were initially some 18 cities throughout 

the United States that were part of the bidding process. After more negotiations this was 

brought down to nine and eventually three finalists. It should be noted that the OCA does 

have a series of contract assumptions which some cities can meet and some cannot. In 

addition, local Convention and Visitors Bureaus (CVB) are brought into the process as 

they offer incentives such as paying for site visits and funding opportunities.  

 

2. Preplanning Assumptions 
  

The Holy Synod has directed these preplanning assumptions. These assumptions are: 

 

A. The Council should be held in the summer so that there could be more 

family participation. This is important as part of the negotiations with the 

potential Council sites. There should be activities for families as well as 

consideration of the weather.  

 

B. That there should once again be a "youth" component to the Council. The 

last AAC in Atlanta, while not as large as previous youth components, was highly 

successful. Their final presentation was one of the highlights of the AAC. So once 

again we will have a youth component. 

  

C. FOCA held their annual convention in conjunction with the 18th AAC in 

Atlanta. It was the first time this was done and it was also very successful. Not 

only was FOCA (re)introduced to the OCA but FOCA benefitted with better 

attendance and outreach. FOCA has asked to once again be a part of the planning 

process.  

 

D. The major consideration when planning the AAC is costs. We have been 

successful in keeping overall costs down or restrained due to shifting to more 

paperless operations such as electronic registration and reports. The major 
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consideration is still the bottom line for parishes and their delegates. It is a 

considerable investment to come to an AAC not only through assessments but 

travel, hotel and food. We are acutely conscious of this fact and look for sites that 

have the best pricing in all of these matters. 

 

E. An AAC cannot be run without serious local support. We often utilize up 

to 100 volunteers during the entire pre-planning and operation of the Council. So 

we must find a site that can support the AAC with volunteers and not be so much 

of a strain on the local parishes. 

 

F.  The initial list of cities were as follows: 

 

1. Boston (too expensive) 

2. Hartford (no space available on dates) 

3. Providence (no space available on dates) 

4. Dayton (no space available on dates) 

5. Wichita (no local committee) 

6. Chicago (too expensive) 

7. St. Louis (3 hotels bids on AAC – 1 in range) 

8. Kansas City (3 hotel bids on AAC – 1 in range) 

9. Milwaukee (no space available on dates) 

10. Cleveland (1 hotel bid on AAC – not in range) 

11. Indianapolis (1 hotel bid on AAC – not in range) 

12. Minneapolis (3 hotel bid on AAC – not in range) 

13. Detroit (2 hotel bids on AAC – 1 in range) 

14. Denver (3 hotel bids on AAC – none in range) 

15. Atlantic City (not feasible in cost and support) 

16. Erie (1 bid but not large enough to host) 

17. Philadelphia (2 hotel bids on AAC – none in range) 

18. Baltimore (2 hotel bids on AAC – none in range) 

 

As can be seen, many of the hotels were either too expensive, did not have dates 

or could not support an AAC. The final list was narrowed down to St. Louis (St. 

Louis Union Station Hotel by Doubletree), Detroit (Detroit Marriott at the 

Renaissance Center), and Kansas City (Sheraton Kansas City Hotel at Crown 

Center). These three sites were visited in July by Dn Peter, Ms. Kramer and 

myself. We also meet with the CVB at all three cities. 

  

3. Decision Points 
 

A. The first major decision point is the date of the 19th All American 

Council. Not all of the dates requested are available at all of the hotels. For 

example, one site only had dates available after July 4 and this would preclude 

FOCA and other youth activities due to Church camps. Other sites were already 

filled on our requested dates (focusing on July and August timeframes) which 

means that future planning will need to happen earlier. A number of sites were 
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dropped simply because of the dates.  However based on calendars, fasts, feasts, 

etc., the following dates were proposed: 

 

1. Friday, July 6, 2018 – Saturday, July 14, 2018 (Detroit) 

2. Friday, July 20, 2018 – Saturday, July 28, 2018 (St. Louis) 

3. Friday, July 27, 2018 – Saturday, August 4, 2018 (Kansas City) 

 

 

B. The next major decision is the location as the choice of city will affect the 

date of the Council. Note that if Detroit is chosen then we lose FOCA. Involved in 

this recommendation are many options including local, support, hotel facilities, 

concessions and price, as well as transportation costs for both delegates and 

equipment. A major consideration (and consistently articulated to the bidding 

hotels) was the bottom line. In other words, what was the cost going to be for a 

parish to send delegates to the AAC.  This includes the costs of hotel room, the 

range of food options in the immediate area, costs of transport to the location, and 

any possible extra expenses. This also includes a range of family friendly options 

for the youth component. 

 

After consideration and consultation, it is recommended that St. Louis be chosen 

as the site of the 19th All American Council. These are the reasons: 

 

1. The hotel costs for Detroit is very high and the dates means we 

lose FOCA. They also do not want to give us space on Saturday to set up 

the chapel and they want to double book the hotel with other groups (It is 

a very large hotel). However, the area is very nice and part of the 

renovation project, it is in the headquarters of GM so there is a food court 

and many amenities. The rooms are odd shaped and while they would 

work, they would be hard to fit in everything without getting some space 

considerations that the hotel is unwilling to accommodate us. There is no 

public transportation from the airport but there is easy transportation in the 

area. The local committee would work fine and there is plenty to do for 

activities. However, the major issue is the hotel cost, even though the 

CVB was willing to contribute some modest money to the AAC. They are 

unwilling, even after major negotiations and concessions, to come down in 

room price below $145 a night. 

 

2. Kansas City does have good space and decent pricing. The hotel 

does not have public transportation to the site and is located in an 

uninspiring area. The hotel is near to major mall with plenty of food 

options. There are some things to do for activities. The CVB also offered 

to contribute some modest money to the AAC. The hotel does want to take 

back space from the AAC during the week and it would make operations 

more difficult. It is spread out but not unmanageable. The cost is about the 

same as St. Louis and there is a local committee that can be utilized if the 

entire Kansas City Deanery is used. The overall feel to the hotel and space 
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usage is fine but not inspiring. It would be our second recommendation. 

The current room price is $139 a night. 

 

3. The hotel in St. Louis is amazing. It is the old Union Station that 

has been converted into a hotel. It is compact and beautiful. The main 

open area is classic art deco and the exhibit area is an open area that leads 

into the main ballroom. This means more traffic as well as a more 

interesting interaction. The hotel is served by public transportation, and 

has a decent number of food options including on site. There are plenty of 

activities in the area and it is easy to get around downtown St. Louis. The 

local support would be from the local Kansas City Deanery (which does 

extend into the St. Louis area) and would work. There are also a number 

of interesting Orthodox activities in the area to support and visit including 

FOCUS North America. The dates work perfectly and the hotel has agreed 

to all of our requests and concessions. They also are part of a network of 

19 hotels in the local area and AV costs will be considerably lower due to 

the hotel’s ability to draw upon these resources. There may be a need for 

an overflow hotel which is just across the street. The hotel price is well 

within the range at $134 (same as Atlanta) and the rooms are very well 

appointed. The site is impressive and our recommendation for the 19th 

AAC. 

 

St. Louis Comparison 

Item Original Offer Current Offer 

Room Rate 149.00 134.00 

Staff Rate 99.00 89.00 

Parking Rate 25.00 per day 10.00 per day 

Complimentary Parking N/A 10 Vehicles for the week 

Food and Beverage 
Minimum 

75,000 60,000 

City Incentive  N/A 5,000 

Airport Transfers N/A 5 VIP Round Trips 

 Comp Rooms N/A Up to 40 

 

C. There will be the need to appoint a Preconciliar Commission. The 

preplanning committee will now morph into the Preconciliar Committee.  The 

PCC requires an Episcopal chair and it is recommended to nominate His Grace 

Bishop Paul to this position. Fr. John Jillions and Melanie Ringa as officers of the 

Church be appointed. Fr Eric will be the Chair of the PCC as per his job 

description and will be assisted by Dn. Peter Ilchuk as Council Manager. Fr. 

Timothy Hojnicki should be appointed as the Metropolitan Council 

representative. It is recommended that Becky Tesar as FOCA’s Immediate Past 

President be appointed. It is recommended that the local clergy chair be Fr. 

Timothy Sawchak, dean of the Kansas City Deanery and Bob Butchko be the lay 
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chair on recommendation of His Grace Bishop Paul. They both have been blessed 

by Bishop Paul to serve.  Finally, a representative from the Youth Department 

should be appointed in order to ensure proper integration of the youth component. 

It is recommended that we once again appoint Fr. Benjamin Tucci who ran the 

program in Atlanta. This will bring the PCC to ten people which is the normal and 

functional size. The final appointments are then recommended to the Holy Synod 

for approval. For more information on the duties and responsibilities of the PCC, 

refer to Article III, Section 5 of the Statue. 

 

D. The next decision is on the goals for this AAC. Certainly there are some 

minor work such as Statute amendments but what is this AAC going to 

accomplish and build upon after such a successful AAC in Atlanta? Following the 

last AAC, a number of ideas have been circulating which includes: 

 

1. A serious look into Church and theological education 

2. A focus on the parish and parish life 

3. The development of youth 

4. Developing Church leadership 

5. Continuing the theme of expanding the mission and evangelism 

6. Church and community service by engaging the local area 

7. Other????? 

 

The Holy Synod and the Metropolitan Council will also need to consider any 

other elements that would desire to be integrated into the AAC. So at this point 

any suggestions would be helpful to the PCC for consideration. 

 

E. It seems that we hit on a good formula for the AAC in Atlanta. We 

reduced the plenary sessions to six and had two afternoons of workshops. This 

should be continued. In addition, the combination of seminars and diocesan 

assemblies on Monday worked well. The receptions for the seminaries, SOCA 

and formal dinner on Thursday also worked well. We should also continue the 

short movies as that was very well received (one idea was that each diocese pick 

one or two parishes to highlight).  

 

We also wanted to ensure that the body of the Council had an opportunity to 

speak and ask questions of concerns and that there was a level of transparency. 

This took a considerable amount of time and often led to a monopoly of the time 

by a few individuals.  But we need to manage it better and keep the AAC as open 

as possible. 

 

There does seem some who believe that the purpose of the AAC is to discuss 

major moral and ethical issues and issue statements. This, of course, would take a 

considerable amount of time and debate. If this is the direction then perhaps many 

of these issues could be formed into committees which debated prior to the 

Council and simply bring up recommendations for votes by the AAC. But we 

must ensure that these issues are within the competence of the AAC. 
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There are others who believe that the AAC should be primarily social. This 

presents a whole other way of planning the sessions that would allow for more 

interaction and less plenary sessions. 

 

What is clear is that whatever the direction, the agenda must reflect the goals of 

the AAC. There is a considerable cost and time involved and there must be 

something accomplished that allow people to bring back their parishes to report 

and know that they have moved the Church forward. There must be a balance of 

what the Council needs to do and what it would like to do.  That is the guidance 

the PCC needs. 

 

F.  We will continue to evolve the electronic registration and reporting 

process. It saved a considerable amount of time and money and worked well. We 

learned a lot in Atlanta and have already made plans to integrate the revisions. 

Other suggestions are welcome. We will look at electronic voting but it still seems 

to be cost prohibitive.  

 

G. The assessment level will need to be established for this AAC. The new 

Statute has made this much more flexible and the initial plan is for dioceses to be 

assessed who will in turn assess their parishes as they see proper. A preliminary 

budget will be formed based on both Seattle and Atlanta and be submitted for 

approval in due time. 

 

4. Conclusion and Action Items 
 

The following action points are recommend to be adopted subject for the approval and 

guidance of the Holy Synod: 

 

A. The 19th AAC will be held on Monday, July 23 to Friday, July 27, 2018 at 

the St. Louis Union Station Hotel by Doubletree. The FOCA Convention will be 

held Saturday, July 28, 2018 to Monday, July 23, 2018 prior to the AAC. 

 

B. The Preconciliar Committee be formed as recommended. 

  

C. Authority is given to discuss with and formulate local chairs and 

committees as determined by the PCC. 

 

D. A preliminary budget be established and financing method decided. 

 

E. Preliminary theme, goals and direction of the 19th AAC be discussed. 

 

F. Preliminary organization of the 19th AAC be established. 

 

G. All other operational matters are the purview of the PCC subject to 

approval by the Metropolitan Council and Holy Synod. 



19th All American Council  

Venue Search Update 

5/25/16 

(Prepared by Dn. Peter Ilchuk) 

The Following dates are being researched in no particular order: 

1. Friday, July 6, 2018 –  Saturday, July 14, 2018 

2. Friday, July 13, 2018 – Saturday, July 21, 2018 

3. Friday, July 20, 2018 – Saturday, July 28, 2018 

4. Friday, July 27, 2018 – Saturday, August 4, 2018 

Beginning the search with 15 cities, he is the results of the initial request for proposals: 

1. Boston (Rates to high) 

2. Chicago (Rates to high) 

3. Dayton (Hotel space not available) 

4. Hartford (Hotel space not available) 

5. Milwaukee (Hotel space not available) 

6. Providence (Hotel space not available) 

Here is the list of cities and properties that would work for our group in terms of space; we are waiting 

to hear back on the proposals. 

1. Baltimore 

a. Baltimore Marriott Waterfront 

b. Hilton Baltimore 

2. Cleveland 

a. Hilton Cleveland  Downtown 

3. Denver 

a. Denver Marriot City Center 

b. Hyatt Regency Denver at 

Colorado Convention Center 

c. Sheraton Denver - Downtown 

Hotel 

4. Detroit 

a. Edward Village Michigan Hotel 

and Convention Center 

(Dearborn) 

b. Detroit Marriot at the 

Renaissance 

5. Indianapolis 

a. JW Marriott Indianapolis 

 

6. Kansas City 

a. Kansas City Marriot Downtown 

b. Sheraton Kansas City Hotel at 

Crown Center 

c. The Westin Kansas City at 

Crown Center 

7. Minneapolis 

a. Doubletree Bloomington – 

Minneapolis South 

b. Hilton Minneapolis 

c. Hyatt Regency Minneapolis 

 

8. Philadelphia 

a. Philadelphia Marriott 

Downtown 

b. Sheraton Philadelphia 

Downtown 

9. St. Louis 

a. Hyatt Regency St. Louis at the 

Arch 

b. Marriott St. Louis Grand 



Orthodox Church In America 19th All American Council

Hotel City/State Status Date Offered Room Rate

Available

Atlantic City Convention 

Center

Atlantic City, 

New Jersey

Submitted 

Proposal

TBD June and August New Dates 

1) July 6 - 14, 2018 - Room rates too expensive

2) July 13 - 21, 2018 - 2nd Option

3) July 20 - 28, 2018 - Space not available

4) July 27 - August 4, 2018 - 1st Option

$140 Group Rate

Hilton Cleveland Downtown Cleveland, Ohio Submitted 

Proposal

Only able to offer July 6 - July 14, 2018 close to 

budget

$169 Group Rate / $99 Staff



Detroit Marriott at the 

Renaissance Center

Detroit, 

Michigan

Submitted 

Proposal

The only set of dates available: July 6-14th $145.00  Group Rate / $109 Staff

Sheraton Erie Bayfront Hotel & 

Bayfront Convention Center

Erie, 

Pennsylvania

Submitted 

Proposal

Fri, 22-Jun-2018 to Sat, 30-Jun-2018 (Alt)         

Fri, 06-Jul-2018 to Sat, 14-Jul-2018

 $159 group rate / $99 Staff

 $175  group rate

Sheraton Kansas City Hotel at 

Crown Center

Kansas City, 

Missouri

Submitted 

Proposal

Fri, 06-Jul-2018 to Sat, 14-Jul-2018 $139. ROH, $129 Suite Upgrades, $119 Staff. We 

only have July 6-14, 2018 available.



Marriott St. Louis Grand St. Louis, 

Missouri

Submitted 

Proposal

We are only able to offer availability near 

budget for the August 10-18 date option.

$139 group rate



F&B Minimum

The majority of the ROH 

rooms will require DOUBLE 

beds. How many Double 

Bedded rooms does your 

hotel have in inventory? 

How many would be able to 

be blocked for this group?

For hotels that do not have 

enough guest rooms or 

otherwise if an overflow 

hotel is needed to fill the 

room block, what is the 

nearest overflow hotel you 

would recommend?

Can you meet all of the 

meeting room needs?  If 

there are any limitations, 

please list them here.

What is the name and 

square footage for the 

proposed Ballroom for the 

Chapel and Plenary 

Sessions? 

No F&B minimum - $25,000 

Rental + Union Fees. CVB to 

offset costs up to $45,000.

The Sheraton has 400 Bally's or Caesars Hotel Casinos 

committed overflow blocks of 

100 at each property at a room 

rate of $140

The Atlantic City Convention 

Center can accommodate all 

meeting room needs.

Atlantic City Convention Center - 

Chapel - Hall A and Plenary 

Sessions -

$75,000 . Note hotel only has 

46,000 sq ft of space so 

flexibility will be needed to 

make agenda work and some 

rooms will need to be turned 

and repurposed.

249 total; 245 offered to group 500 rooms is max, if need for 

overflow, Marriott, Drury Plaza, 

and Westin are all within one 

block

Some limitations on food 

functions.  Dinner for all 

attendees and Continental 

Breakfast for all attendees can 

we do in the exhibit hall?

Also, some receptions would be 

in more public areas such as 

Superior Ballroom 20,778 sq ft



$55,000 F&B minimum, comp 

meeting space with 80% pick up 

of rooms

600 doubles in inventory/500 

can be blocked for this meeting

N/A. Hotel has 1298 guest 

rooms

Yes Renaissance Ballroom - 25,801 

sq ft - divisible by 3 rooms, 

largest room 13,456 sq ft and 

other two sides 6,740 sq ft 

each.

$55,000 / comp rental 67 Doubles at the Sheraton

113 Doubles at the Courtyard

n/A Yes Great Hall

Grand Ballroom

$50,000 Currently negotiating 

$28,000 rental

316 doubles, 371 kings we have a Westin Crown Center 

across the street. We are a 

complex hotel and I can book 

both for you.

yes Exhibit Hall A (30k sq ft), Exhibit 

Hall B (15k sq ft), San 

Fran(2800sf) and 

Chicago(5000sf) (Youth rooms, 

Chouteau (2000sf), Empire 

(4000sf), VanHorn (2000sf)



$85,000 . Note: still Negotiating 

space move in on Friday.

We have a total of 493 double 

rooms, we are able to commit 

425 doubles to your group.

We are able to accommodate 

the entire block at our hotel.

Majestic A-E would be 

proposed for Plenary Session, it 

is 15,760 sf and Landmark 

Ballroom would be proposed 

for Church Tables and Displays 

and is 11,094 sf.

Majestic A-E would be 

proposed for Plenary 

Session/Chapel, it is 15,760 sf.



What is the name and 

square footage for the 

proposed Ballroom for the 

Exhibit and Display Set Up? 

Is all meeting space 

complimentary? If no, 

please indicate any 

applicable rentals or set up 

fees here:

Is there a food and 

beverage minimum? If so, 

please list.

Atlantic City Convention Center - 

Hall B - 83,400gsf

All meeting space will be 

covered by the incentive of 

$45,000

No

Hope Ballroom 15,729 sq ft Yes, with $75,000 f&b minimum $75,000



Ontario Hall East - 16,863 sq ft Meeting space complimentary 

based upon 80% guest room 

pick up and F&B minimum 

guarantee

$55,000

Great Hall

Grand Ballroom

Yes $55,000

Exhibit Hall A - 30,000sf no - Exhibit hall space $4000 

per day - $28,000 total

yes, $50,000 min with $100,000 

spend



Landmark Ballroom would be 

proposed for Church Tables and 

Displays and is 11,094 sf.

Yes, based upon meeting the 

$85,000++ F&B Minimum.

Yes, $85,000++.



Are you able to offer all the concessions required & 

requested?  If no, please explain.

Meeting Room set ups will change 

many times during the program. Are 

you able to waive any set up or 

room changing fees for this group? If 

no, what are the fees? (Hotels that 

can waive these fees will be 

preferred.)

The Youth will have some of their own 

events and meals during the 

convention. Will your hotel agree to 

special discounted menus that are 

tailored in proportion and cost for the 

Youth Functions?

The Sheraton Atlantic City Convention Center Hotel can only offer (8) 

Suite Upgrades at the Group Rate. CVB has agreed to offset costs up 

to  $45,000 

Yes - we have 45 meeting rooms so there 

should be minimal need for meeting 

room change over.

TBD

No not all complimentary rooms honored, done as complimentary 

upgrades at group rate

Parking is currently $28 self/$32 valet, not able to offer comp

Union fees for hotel at TBD at this time, 

our hotel opening June 1, 2016 so we are 

still working these details out

Yes



• Two complimentary Governor Suites, with adjoining complimentary 

standard rooms; one for the Metropolitan (head Bishop) plus his aide

• Four complimentary One Bedroom Junior type suites for the 1) 

National Chancellor 2) Secretary 3) Treasurer 4) Director of 

Communications

• One complimentary Junior Suite for the Council Manager

• Four complimentary Junior Suites for Bishops

• Six additional Complimentary Double Rooms (for seminarians and 

Hotel does not prefer multiple room 

changes; however, Hotel will allow some 

limited room set changes without a 

charge. Based on what the specific needs 

are for room set changes, group may 

incur a charge with the fee depending 

upon the size of room and room set style.

Hotel Chef will work with the group to offer 

a youth meal plan within group's budget.

Complimentary parking

Complimentary WiFI

1 per 50

To be determined Yes

staff rooms @ $119 /  (11) suites discounted at $129 / (9) suites 

complimentary, 20% disc with AV (PSAV exclusive),  complimentary in 

room internet, 10% discount on F&B for 2018 menu

Meeting room set ups will depend on the 

# of Changes. we may have enough space 

that you won't have to make changes.

yes



No, we are able to offer:

-(2) complimentary one bedrooms Presidential Suites on peak nights 

of Sun-Thurs.

-(4) complimentary Junior Suites on peak nights of Sun-Thurs.

- (1) complimentary Studio Suite on peak nights of Sun-Thurs.

- (4) complimentary Studio Suites on peak nights of Sun-Thurs.

- (6) complimentary standard double rooms on peak nights of Sun-

Thurs.

-1/75 complimentary room policy.

-(11) upgrades to city view rooms on peak nights of Sun-Thurs.

- (30) standard double rooms at $109 for Staff.

- Group rate available (3) days pre/post, based upon hotel room and 

rate availability.

-Waive room re-set fees with meeting 80% attrition.

-Complimentary meeting space with $85,000++ F&B minimum. 

-24 hour hold on proposed meeting space.

-Complimentary guestroom basic WIFI for all Marriott Rewards 

Members that pay on own. 

-Complimentary basic WIFI in meeting space if in-house AV company 

is selected as the exclusive provider for this program.

-10% discount on 2018 self-parking rates.

-Complimentary pre-plan to include: (1) boardroom, (4) 

complimentary rooms for up to (2) nights, based upon hotel 

availability.

-15% on AV equipment, if in-house AV company is selected as the 

exclusive provider for this program.

-Hotel will provide at no charge: water coolers in foyer, pads, pens, 

We will waive this fee upon meeting 80% 

of the room block. If that is not met we 

will put a sliding scale of fees in place.

We are happy to customize menus, our chef 

can certainly review the requests and put 

together a cost or work with the budget to 

put together the menu.



The OCA is a tax exempt 

organization. Does your 

hotel accept Tax Exempt 

Status? State or Federal?

The Atlantic City Convention 

Center will accept Tax Exempt 

Status State.

Yes



Yes. State/Federal

Yes

yes - both



Yes, state tax.



SO IT BEGINS…AGAIN
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1. Boston (too expensive)

2. Hartford (no space available on dates)

3. Providence (no space available on dates)

4. Dayton (no space available on dates)

5. Wichita (no local committee)

6. Chicago (too expensive)

7. St. Louis (3 hotels bids on AAC – 1 in range)

8. Kansas City (3 hotel bids on AAC – 1 in range)

9. Milwaukee (no space available on dates)

10. Cleveland (1 hotel bid on AAC – not in range)

11. Indianapolis (1 hotel bid on AAC – not in range)

12. Minneapolis (3 hotel bid on AAC – not in range)

13. Detroit (2 hotel bids on AAC – 1 in range)

14. Denver (3 hotel bids on AAC – none in range)

15. Atlantic City (not feasible in cost and support)

16. Erie (1 bid but not large enough to host)

17. Philadelphia (2 hotel bids on AAC – none in range)

18. Baltimore (2 hotel bids on AAC – none in range)



St. Louis Union Station Hotel

by Doubletree

Detroit Marriott at

the Renaissance Center
Sheraton Kansas City Hotel

at Crown Center



Offer Detroit Kansas City St. Louis

Room Rate $145 $139 $134

Staff  Rate $109 $119 $89

Parking Rate $25 $25 $10 a day

Comp Parking None None 10 per week

F & B $55,000 $50,000 $60,000

CVB Incentive $5,000 $5,000 $5,000

Airport Transfer None None 5 VIP Trips. Train

Comp Room 11 9 1 per 40 room

Meeting Rooms Split with other $28,000 Entire Hotel

Other Limited change Not all available Overflow

Dates Friday, July 6, 

2018 – Saturday, 

July 14, 2018

Friday, July 27, 

2018 – Saturday, 

August 4, 2018

Friday, July 20, 

2018 – Saturday, 

July 28, 2018 



AND THE RECOMMENDATION IS….
ST. LOUIS UNION STATION HOTEL

FRIDAY, JULY 20, 2018 – SATURDAY, JULY 28, 2018 
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26.47% 54

73.53% 150

Q1 This was my first All-American Council
Answered: 204 Skipped: 0

Total 204

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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50.99% 103

16.34% 33

10.40% 21

0.00% 0

22.28% 45

Q2 What was your overall impression of the
18th All American Council in relation to

previous councils?
Answered: 202 Skipped: 2

Total 202

It was one of
the best...

It was
comparable t...

It was a good
experience b...

It was one of
the worst...

It was my
first counci...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

It was one of the best councils I have ever attended

It was comparable to previous councils I have attended

It was a good experience but needed improvement

It was one of the worst councils I have ever attended

It was my first council and therefore I have no way to measure
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32.84% 67

43.63% 89

13.73% 28

1.47% 3

0.00% 0

8.33% 17

Q3 What was your overall impression of the
venue in which the Council was held?

Answered: 204 Skipped: 0

Total 204

# Other (please specify) Date

1 It was difficult to find a place to eat in one hour. The places available were expensive . It cost us $60 a day to eat at
Starbucks.

8/28/2015 12:56 PM

2 too cold air conditioning set to low, I was so thankful to have brought my coat! Otherwise very nice. 8/27/2015 9:28 PM

3 A bit dark and "closed".....Seattle was exceptional!!!! Pittsburg seemed similar to Atlanta. 8/27/2015 3:28 PM

4 Very good but daily food was expensive. 8/27/2015 11:59 AM

5 It was good but the check in process was a mess. They did not have our reservation and even though I had the
paperwork to confirm this, they still would not acknowledge this had been their error. I helped othres checking in for
the next 2 days to overcome errors in their reservation confirmations. Rooms that had been confirmed were not
available for those coming in.

8/25/2015 10:07 PM

6 The Banquet food was horrible, How can you forget Bread on the Table. It is the staple of life. I asked for bread and
they said you did not order bread to save money.

8/25/2015 8:25 PM

7 Nice facilities, but not fery "family friendly" in regards to finding or affording food. 8/25/2015 7:43 PM

8 In Atlanta, in the heat walking distance from where homeless sleep at night, we were comfortable, well fed, and
enjoyed a plethora of religious events and meetings and conferences. Each venue promoted its own emphasis on
Expanding the Mission. Many meaningful ideas were put forward. I did find it difficult getting to all the meetings which
were available to me. However, I did find a moment when after a light breakfast when I was able to gather a meal and
sought out a homeless man who I felt would benefit from it. He was wearing a vest but had no shirt and was carring a
bag with clothing, etc. When I geeted him and offered the food, he thanked me and put down his bag. An old shoe fell
out with a rock inside. My estimation was that he needed the rock at night to protect himself. He walked away with the
food not looking back. How do we expand the mission, by ministering to others without expecting a return.

8/25/2015 6:05 PM

Excellent

Good

Average

Poor

No Impression

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Excellent

Good

Average

Poor

No Impression

Other (please specify)
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9 hotel was ok, but food and parking were an unexpected expense. 8/25/2015 5:24 PM

10 Excellent, but so very expensive. 8/25/2015 5:01 PM

11 The venues are over priced and a financial burden to small parishes 8/25/2015 2:57 PM

12 Way too pricey for what it was. No aminities, not even a microwave or refrigerator. No breakfasts, not even simple
contenental. All added up to costing more for families. Then where was the no free internet thing, too.

8/25/2015 2:33 PM

13 microwave & refrigerator should have been included in room rate 8/25/2015 2:25 PM

14 Wish we could meet in more humble surroundings. 8/25/2015 1:39 PM

15 main room was too small, but all else was great 8/25/2015 11:45 AM

16 needed more seats and tables for sessions! 8/25/2015 11:21 AM

17 Way TOO expensive! 8/25/2015 11:06 AM
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7.92% 16

53.96% 109

15.35% 31

22.77% 46

Q4 What was your overall impression of the
venue in which the Council was held in

comparison to previous venues?
Answered: 202 Skipped: 2

Total 202

It was the
best hotel...

It was
comparable t...

It could have
been a bette...

It was my
first counci...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

It was the best hotel venue

It was comparable to previous hotel venues

It could have been a better venue

It was my first council and therefore I have no way to measure
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82.84% 169

8.33% 17

2.94% 6

5.88% 12

Q5 What was your overall impression of the
liturgical services held during the Council?

Answered: 204 Skipped: 0

Total 204

There was a
good balance...

There needed
to be more...

There needed
to be fewer...

No opinion

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

There was a good balance of liturgical services

There needed to be more liturgical services

There needed to be fewer liturgical services

No opinion
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14.89% 28

4.26% 8

67.55% 127

13.30% 25

Q6 What was your overall impression of the
structure of the Plenary Sessions and

Workshops?
Answered: 188 Skipped: 16

Total 188

# Other (please specify) Date

1 Although the balance was reasonably good there was not enough time between sessions. The overall atmosphere
and general attitude of the attendees was much better than previous assemblies.

8/28/2015 11:16 AM

2 Time is a factor.Too close together therefore schedule is TOO rushed 8/27/2015 5:55 PM

3 Workshops were excellent. 8/27/2015 3:28 PM

4 schedule changes were difficult. 8/27/2015 12:43 PM

5 Scheduling of all events was never realistic and poorly handled. 8/26/2015 5:05 PM

6 The plenary sessions were necessary, but undisciplined and dragged on. 8/26/2015 5:02 PM

7 Too many reports in the plenary sessions. The diocesan videos were devoid of any real analysis of their over-all status
and condition. Workshops were predictable.

8/26/2015 10:29 AM

8 The diocesean reports as videos were both informative and entertaining. They were an excellent way to break up the
plenary sessions and allow the diocese to shine in their own personalities.

8/26/2015 9:36 AM

9 Make sure each diocese has a video presentation/report. with a suggested time limit 8/25/2015 10:23 PM

10 Combined with FOCA Convention, the schedule for many of us that week was good, just overlapping at times. 8/25/2015 10:22 PM

11 I was a vendor and did not attend the plenary sessions or workships. 8/25/2015 10:07 PM

12 The quality of the workshops I attended was "mediocre" at best. Other than Vladyko Paul's presentation, the DRE
seems more concerned with how to make a poster than in integrating quality education and youth ministry.

8/25/2015 7:43 PM

13 We didn't attend any workshops due to lack of interest. 8/25/2015 6:31 PM

There were too
many Plenary...

There were too
many worksho...

There was a
good balance...

No opinion

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

There were too many Plenary Sessions and not enough workshops

There were too many workshops and not enough Plenary Sessions

There was a good balance between Plenary Sessions and Workshops

No opinion
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14 I would have liked to attend workshops where I could digest the content and resume later with questions and answers,
in order to understand how ideas can be more fully developed on a parish level.

8/25/2015 6:05 PM

15 Could reduce the number of workshops so that a parish could have good representation at them. 8/25/2015 5:35 PM

16 I believe workshops should be left until Friday, after all reports and business has been completed in the plenary
sessions.

8/25/2015 5:13 PM

17 To much time in plenary sessions. Need to allow a 3-4 hour block for visiting the exhibit area. 8/25/2015 4:22 PM

18 Plenary sessions overlapped times for workshops and made it difficult to get to them without feeling like you were on a
treadmill.

8/25/2015 3:12 PM

19 Much of the material provided seemed to be filler, too many dry reports; videos are nice but one could watch them on
You Tube and save hundreds of dollars

8/25/2015 2:57 PM

20 Some of the workshops were not informative enough, with sermons rather than providing practical suggestions. 8/25/2015 2:53 PM

21 The workshops were extremely good 8/25/2015 2:05 PM

22 I was a vendor/spectator 8/25/2015 1:44 PM

23 the 3-minute timer should be used for the clergy as well as the laity! 8/25/2015 12:51 PM

24 too many workshops, workshops were actually boring, not very interesting. 8/25/2015 12:46 PM

25 Please see my answer to question 10. 8/25/2015 12:28 PM

26 The workshops were not very useful and could be eliminated completely. 8/25/2015 11:40 AM

27 Too many plenary sessions and workshops. 8/25/2015 11:31 AM

28 More variety of relevant workshops 8/25/2015 11:26 AM

29 Conference was too long. Should be compacted into 3 days max 8/25/2015 11:20 AM

30 I would have liked more time for discussion... we often, though perhaps understandably, seemed very focused on just
getting business finished...as opposed to having a real dialogue (again...something difficult to do, I
understand...especially with 500+ people)

8/25/2015 11:11 AM

31 The workshops could be 90 minutes. That would leave more time in the event that the plenary session exceeded its
time allotment. It was not necessary for the workshops to take up so much time.

8/25/2015 11:11 AM

32 There were not too many Plenary Sessions, but a few more workshops would be good 8/25/2015 11:05 AM
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86.70% 176

3.45% 7

9.85% 20

Q7 Should there continue to be a Youth
Component at the 19th All-American

Council?
Answered: 203 Skipped: 1

Total 203

Yes

No

No opinion
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Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No

No opinion
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34.36% 67

36.92% 72

5.64% 11

16.41% 32

6.67% 13

Q8 Suggestions for a location for the 19th
All-American Council to be held in 2018

Answered: 195 Skipped: 9

Total 195

# Other (please specify) Date

 There are no responses.  

Northeast

Midwest

South

West

Canada

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Northeast

Midwest

South

West

Canada
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Q9 Is there a suggested theme/topic to be
explored at the 19th All-American Council?
Please rank them from most interested to

least interested.
Answered: 188 Skipped: 16
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11

7.55%
12

11.32%
18

11.32%
18

6.29%
10

10.06%
16

9.43%
15
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14
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9

5.03%
8
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16.27%
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Q10 How could the All American Council be
improved in the future? Is there any

comments you would like to make to assist
the Chancery is planning the next AAC?

Answered: 123 Skipped: 81

# Responses Date

1 Was informed that the first day was not that important to be there. Arrived later the first day. Found it difficult to attend
the workshops and meet with people I needed to meet with. The survey above is a bit confusing - rated 1 as least
interested and 12 as most interested.

8/29/2015 3:23 PM

2 Please continue to have programs for Deacons. We need to share in the training as well as Priests. 8/29/2015 12:26 PM

3 Keep on schedule. Allow realistic time time frame for completing Plenary Sessions. START ON TIME. 8/28/2015 8:40 PM

4 A more serious master of ceremonies. More hierarchs from over seas 8/28/2015 1:15 PM

5 Allow more time for breakfast lunch, dinner. More affordable food options. We could not walk to the peach place for
our food and have time to eat it and walking there was not an option for us.

8/28/2015 12:56 PM

6 Allow more time between sessions. Better access to reasonably priced food or allow more time. Fewer liturgies (non-
hierarchical) at later time.

8/28/2015 11:16 AM

7 Get all resolutions addressed earlier so no chance of running out of time. 8/28/2015 10:17 AM

8 Stay on schedule, even if it means reducing the number of presentations, in order to allow sufficient time for the
workshops.

8/28/2015 1:37 AM

9 There seemed to be a lot of redundancy. Each speaker took time greeting everyone, it seems this could be done at
the beginning. One greeting then each speaker stating their name. The reports from the dioceses and agencies too
long. Maybe just one or two outstanding items. The plenary sessions tended to be boring and tedious. Granted the
business of the church needed to be done and the discussions regarding the by-laws and the change in method
supported needed to be dealt with and these sessions were not tedious. Due to the plenary sessions going over their
allotted time then not enough free time. The opening remarks by Met Tikon most excellent; the speech by the Met from
the Ukraine (?), very difficult to understand his accent. Could not catch most of the speech. I loved the Liturgies, esp
the 6:00 AM ones. The workshops were great, very helpful. Thank you for this opportunity to comment!

8/27/2015 9:28 PM

10 Election of metropolitan council members was handled v poorly.....instructions confused, no biographies, does not give
a good organizational impression...Continue with wonderful video reports of diocese activities! No head table for
bishops at banquet......too much isolation of bishops...their days too long and exhausting....

8/27/2015 3:28 PM

11 Barbara and Michaela were so organized and such a blessing! They were awesome! Utilizing local churches if they
can handle the volume of people and in that vein using buses for transport to these churches. Visiting all the parishes
in the vicinity. Our parish family had done a great sprucing up for a potential visit..... yet were not visited. Get hotel
rooms (overnight) for the youth and teens so they can be together for more than 2 hours. chaperoned of course! This
was mentioned to me several times, especially by the teens. Great that all the hierarchs were at the clergy wive's
luncheon. Continue to include the retired matushki and also those who are widowed. Make the day be 48 hours so we
can do al the things we want to and need to do! :) thanks for asking. It was wonderful! God bless. Mother Terri Smith
in Atlanta

8/27/2015 12:43 PM

12 Don't underestimate the benefit of setting the room configuration of the Plenary sessions as classroom style. Really
added to helping participants focus on the job at hand. Regarding the Divine Liturgies, I understand they were added
at the request of the attending monastics. I attended 2 of 3 and thought they was a terrific addition. However, they
were simply too early which led me to become extremely exhausted. 7am would have been better and the akathists
moved to the evenings. The plenary sessions could have been tightened up to allow for a more reasonable liturgy start
time. Explaining my lower hotel rating: There were some nice things about the hotel. Location, convenience to the food
court. However several delegates remarked of the presence of a mold smell in the ballroom. It got worse as the week
progressed. Also, please negotiate more reasonable prices for on-site dining. $30 breakfasts for those unable to walk
to another location were ridiculous, even for downtown hotel standards.

8/27/2015 12:02 PM

13 Focus on priest/parishioner relationships. Overall, this latest AAC was wonderful. 8/27/2015 11:59 AM

14 Please remind those who are to give reports on a specific topic that they are to be "reports" and not a lecture or
sermon. That would move the sessions along quicker.

8/27/2015 7:46 AM

15 Consider ways to bring input/wisdom in from retired clergy 8/26/2015 10:05 PM

16 Pilgrimage to local monastery 8/26/2015 8:04 PM

17 Nametags should be in bold and easier to read; Time schedules should be kept. Venue has to have more inexpensive
options for meals that can be accessed in the time frames allowed. Consider catering in box lunches on some days.
Companies do it all the time. Secretarial services were awesome.

8/26/2015 6:54 PM
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18 Consider better representation from Canada and Mexico. I strongly believe that there should be a minimum of 2
bishops from each country at these meetings for proper representation. Each should give a report at each ACC
meeting as to the progress of the Church in their perspective country and identify areas in need of support from the
Oca. Unity must begin here, at these meetings and it must be evident to all. Proper representation and involvement
from each Country is essential to a successful future, for the AAC Meetings and the OCA as a whole.

8/26/2015 5:34 PM

19 The scheduling made it almost impossible for those facilitating a workshop to attend any workshops. 8/26/2015 5:32 PM

20 More 'free time' between sessions & workshops. Schedule is too crowded. 8/26/2015 5:29 PM

21 The 18th AAC was fruitful and enjoyable. The 19th AAC can be better still, if more free time, more workshops, and
fewer plenaries, are built into the agenda.

8/26/2015 5:15 PM

22 Plan timing better and leave a realistic amount of time for scheduled events. 8/26/2015 5:05 PM

23 Just try to keep to a tighter schedule. Respect the delegates' limited time, energy, and focus. 8/26/2015 5:02 PM

24 We should plan to make better use of media resources available - to allow parishes which can't/don't send delegates
to also participate as much as possible in the workshops of the Council. Instead of spending money on travel and
hotels, use funding to bring the Council to every parish community and open it not to just few delegates but to every
parish member who would like to benefit from the workshops and educational venues of the Council. In other words,
do a "reverse" Council - bring the Council to every parish community rather than bringing a few delegates at great
expense to a Council location.

8/26/2015 1:37 PM

25 Please adhere to the time requirements,or allow more flexibility. 8/26/2015 1:36 PM

26 The Church needs to address Her role as the culture war rages and polarizes our country even further. At no point did
the AAC even allow room for discussion on these topics.

8/26/2015 12:56 PM

27 Overall, the committee does a wonderful job. Always include children/young adult activities. More iconographers
bringing their work to sell, especially smaller hand written icons. I would buy immediately for my children and
grandchildren.

8/26/2015 11:10 AM

28 We need to continue to develope our young adult leadership to curb and correct the issue of morality in this world.
Certainly the coming together of all the Orthodox Churches in North America is a big challenge but one that needs to
be accomplished. All Jurisdictions need to come together. AMEN!

8/26/2015 10:32 AM

29 I would suggest a more compact three-day Council. 8/26/2015 10:29 AM

30 I liked the inclusion of the FOCA convention immediately preceding and overlapping the AAC, please continue to do
so. Future sites: Detroit (convenient for Canada) Metropolitan DC area

8/26/2015 7:36 AM

31 I very much enjoyed and was spiritually encouraged by the large icon of the Mother of God on the far wall of the
ballroom, but I sat over next to it at just about every session and the guide wires they used to attach it for support were
continual safety hazards with everyone walking through because the tables were all the way against the face of the
icon with no path for foot traffic between it and the tables. I would suggest setting up tables in such a way that people
can get through without having to duck under wires like that. While I was certainly somewhat concerned about the icon
itself, I was more concerned for those who dared to negotiate around it. Several older clergy almost injured
themselves trying to do so.The safety concerns I witnessed were primarily during the Plenary Sessions, but also
during the liturgical services.

8/26/2015 6:17 AM

32 - I suggest a location in western Canada or the west coast as a way to get more people from Alaska and Mexico to
come - 'Organized' opportunities for spouses of delegates and Matushki that are not delegate to 'mingle' and go places
during Plenary sessions.

8/26/2015 4:27 AM

33 The Plenery Sessions needed larger tables - much too crowded. 8/26/2015 2:07 AM

34 Shorter reports, particularly from departments that issued written reports prior to the Council. Many were way, WAY
too long. As in "I broke out Sudoku on my phone" long.

8/26/2015 1:13 AM

35 Please provide breakfast (7:00- 9:00) and lunch 12:00-2:00 as part of the scheduled events. 8/26/2015 12:15 AM

36 Visibility in the community 8/25/2015 11:47 PM

37 I liked the fact that more Liturgies were added. I didnt mind the early start. There does need to be a realistic accounting
for how long services will take and when to start the first plenary session of the day, so that people can get something
to eat after receiving the Eucharist.

8/25/2015 11:37 PM

38 It was scheduled too tightly. No time left for other activities or meetings. Time difference with the West Coast time
added to this inconvinience.

8/25/2015 10:56 PM

39 Make the names on the name tags larger Combine it again with an FOCA national convention Have an international
guest speaker like Metropolitan Hilarion (Alfeyeff) or Metropolitan Kalistos (Ware)

8/25/2015 10:23 PM

40 Right idea with involving the FOCA, just logistics was an issue. The first time is the hardest and I know it will only
improve. The AAC was and will always be a wonderful event and a sincere thank you for all of your hard work to pull
together such a monumental task.

8/25/2015 10:22 PM

41 The location was ideal in that it did not require rental cars or anything of the like, which I'm sure saved money for
many parishes. Similar locales would be good from a logistical standpoint.

8/25/2015 10:00 PM

42 Clergy chair was a poor choice. Video reports from dioceses were excellent. 8/25/2015 9:30 PM
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43 Have real food at the Banquet, Have Bread at the Table, Have Wine for the meal, The meal was the worst I ever had
in my life......If you want to save money don't do it at the Banquet, everyone was talking about it...someone messed
up real bad....

8/25/2015 8:25 PM

44 This is a major event in the life of the church and you have done a fantastic job in coordinating such a large council. 8/25/2015 8:14 PM

45 Less talk about money. More talk about Jesus. Less Jonah bashing. 8/25/2015 6:31 PM

46 The emphasis on the spiritual development that overflows into outreach to our communities by overturning the status
quo.

8/25/2015 6:05 PM

47 Have it in a better neighborhood. Atlanta is not a nice place. Did not feel safe while outside the hotel. 8/25/2015 5:27 PM

48 As difficult as it may be, staying on schedule is a top priority. So scheduling should be realistic. The schedule on the
Hierarchical Liturgy was unrealistic on paper.

8/25/2015 5:26 PM

49 More time to simply socialize with each other, and a way to make those not familiar with each other to spend time
together. Not same old clicks.

8/25/2015 5:24 PM

50 The reports of the various departments were at bit too long. The final recap of the AAC as a video was great, there
was no need to follow it with a verbal recap.

8/25/2015 5:13 PM

51 Start the first plenary session around Noon on Monday as most delegates have arrived already, especially those
holding their respective diocesan assemblies. There was nothing to do between the close of our diocesan assembly
and the opening, evening plenary session.

8/25/2015 5:13 PM

52 Must keep costs down for delegates. Retired clergy should be honored and have voice. It is important to recognize our
elders and their years of service.

8/25/2015 5:01 PM

53 The time schedule of sessions needs to be issued earlier in order to facilitate travel plans. 8/25/2015 5:01 PM

54 We appear to be in pretty good hands. 8/25/2015 4:57 PM

55 It would be helpful to include on-site children's activities in which younger children may participate. This would enable
more parents to attend the sessions and workshops.

8/25/2015 4:44 PM

56 no comments 8/25/2015 4:33 PM

57 Have coffee each morning in the exhibit hall, exhibitors would be happy to pay a bit more if this was done to attract
people to the hall. Have a cocktail reception in the exhibit hall on one evening, again to attract people to the hall.

8/25/2015 4:22 PM

58 The AAC could be 2 days. The presentations were simply padding that could be eliminated. The panels weren't that
appealing. A better AAC would have a very practical focus on what we can to do evangelize and build up parish life.

8/25/2015 4:15 PM

59 It would be good to have this survey given to people before they leave, and while things are still fresh in their minds. I
recall telling someone at the end of the last session that it would be nice to have a survey available, because there
were several things I wanted to say. But, my old age has made me forget what they were now.

8/25/2015 3:42 PM

60 Some reports, though good, were too long which caused scheduling troubles. I mean this in the kindest way - reports
should be reports and not occasions for sermons or sermonettes or expressions of thanks and gratitude.

8/25/2015 3:19 PM

61 Shorten content of plenary sessions allowing for more time to eat or have some kind of brown bag availability to
purchase for breakfasts and lunches .

8/25/2015 3:12 PM

62 Too much talk about themes, needless involvement of everyone in dry reports. There needs to be more constructive
action. It is nice to meet and talk, but I wonder what the long term fruit will be? The AAC is a huge financial
undertaking, are we seeing productive fruit? Is it worth the collective church spending hundreds of thousands of
dollars? The whole concept needs to be revisited. Will this past council do anything, in any concrete and objective
manner, to grow the Church? Or did we spend hundreds of thousands to just meet together and talk. The answer is
not more themes and talks and reports and voting. Excuse small parishes from the AAC, have them rather put that
money to a productive local evangelical goal, or some such objective and locally beneficial mission which will hopefully
add growth and something of profit. There was very little of direct profit or help for the local parish, and more
workshops are not the answer.

8/25/2015 2:57 PM

63 Have workshop handouts available with positive suggestions on how to implement activities to facilitate the goal. 8/25/2015 2:53 PM

64 This one seemed to be very good. We will be using a RC retreat house for our upcoming 53rd Diocesan Assembly in
New England. I'd like to see us use a noncommercial site for an AAC.

8/25/2015 2:49 PM

65 On-line bulletin board to facilitate mutual contact between attendees who may not even be aware of one-anothers
attendance at the council until the Thursday banquet.

8/25/2015 2:46 PM

66 A more family-friendly venue. Yes, must be big enough for the event. But this did not work (no fridge, no microwave,
no complimentary breakfasts, no free WiFi). And, need YOUNG ADULT activities, not just the vitally important ones
for younger youth.

8/25/2015 2:33 PM

67 Continue and start the travel assistance program for our brethren who would like to attend the AAC but cannot afford
travel and room early, not in the last few months of the beginning of the AAC. Start your campaign now.

8/25/2015 2:27 PM

68 It was the best AAC. Do need some coffee/tea to be provided at sessions. 8/25/2015 2:25 PM
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69 Since Orthodox unity is a topic of discussion, would it be possible for Metropolitans/Archbishops/Bishops from other
jurisdictions to attend the next AAC?

8/25/2015 2:20 PM

70 Even more electronic communications. This was nice not having to use so much paper. 8/25/2015 2:02 PM

71 Should fit the material for the plenary sessions into the time available, so to finish on time. Cutting off floor speakers,
while understandable, could have been more gently handled.

8/25/2015 1:55 PM

72 Provide at least a few hard copies of important topics to be discussed since not all may have access to internet. (I saw
many with empty binders!) Also more input should be allowed from delegates. Send questionnaires on topics earlier to
parishes? Overall it was a wonderful Council.

8/25/2015 1:54 PM

73 8 am Divine Liturgy, daily, served by a priest and 1 or 2 deacons. 1 Hierarchical Divine Liturgy. Less Plenary sessions.
Videos on Diocesan Life could be shown at booths in the exhibition hall. Solicit more vendors to participate--charge
them only what the hotel charges the OCA for the space and don't try to make profit on it. More workshops. The two I
attended at this last AAC were excellent (Frs. Voytovich and Parker). More social events/time for socializing.
Complimentary continental breakfast after each morning liturgy. Complimentary coffee/soda during plenary
sessions/breaks. Proper grammar used in surveys--Question 10. ARE there any comments ... not IS there any
comments ... Have a separate BIG EVENT for youth tri-annually and don't cram it into the AAC. Don't have children
telling the Church what they DREAM the Church should be--it's impious and irritating! If I think of anything else I will
email Fr. Eric. Igumen Joseph (Hoffman)

8/25/2015 1:50 PM

74 Being one of the younger delegates at the council, I think it might be beneficial to put together (officially or unofficially)
another young adult meet and greet. A group of 25+ got together for dinner and ended up hanging out for nearly 5
hours one night. It might be a good way to get more young adults to participate (either as delegates, observers or
volunteers).

8/25/2015 1:43 PM

75 Maybe a list of acceptable etiquette practices, especially for those lay members who don't see the higher priests and
bishops on a regular basis.

8/25/2015 1:42 PM

76 Very impressed and good job overall. Discouraged to see the drinking (I'm not against drinking, per se). Wish we
could meet in less "worldly" surroundings. A little taken aback by one comment of moderator to a priest who asked a
legit. question from the audience.

8/25/2015 1:39 PM

77 To be honest with you Father the only thing that was unsettling for me (and a few others) was the promotion of our
(the United States) military industrial complex. I don't believe we should be standing flags of ANY country in front of an
iconostasis. I support you and thank you for all you have done. In Christ , Rdr Gregory Hayda.

8/25/2015 1:19 PM

78 Expense is always a big factor I hear from most people. Although I enjoyed the venue, it was expensive from an
average sort of person's expectation. Ye, there was a lot of junk food available in close distance but eating healthy
was a challenge and there were no refrigerators in rooms to help store some healthy fruits, cheeses etc.

8/25/2015 1:16 PM

79 The hotel and ballroom were really great for the sessions. Please choose a cooler location if the AAC is going to be in
the middle of July again. I think we should rotate the location by diocese so there is no question about who will be
hosting it and everyone gets a turn. As someone who was asked to serve on a committee and offer workshops I found
that I wasn't able to do both, though I wanted to. I would ask for that to be factored in for the future. Also, there were
so many wonderful workshops, but some of them with similar themes probably drew people away and made the
workshops have poorer attendance than they might have otherwise. For instance, I would suggest having only one
"youth/college" workshop in a time slot so it doesn't conflict with another at the same time. I also really think that what
was done for IOCC was amazing and that we, as a Church, should offer a collection to some similar agency of the
Assembly as part of our meeting together each year and have a goal in mind of how much we want to raise. This would
certainly help our cause in achieving jurisdictional unity. Lastly, I know the AAC is on a tight budget, but the dinner for
everyone at the end was a little embarassing. It would have been nice to have at least soda or bread with the dinner,
instead of just water. Thank you for all of your hard work and for what was really an enjoyable and energizing
experience!

8/25/2015 1:02 PM

80 Incorporate more planning and Leadership by/with the Fellowship of Orthodox Christians in America especially in
regards to the youth component. It sounds to me that the few who spoke for the youth have no knowledge of the
organization. Most of what they asked for is already in-tacked through the fellowship (dancing, ethnic involvement,
sports tournaments, etc.).

8/25/2015 12:57 PM
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81 English is important: "ARE there any comments you would like to make, etc...." - I appreciate the tremendous amount
work that goes into orchestrating an AAC; but I left wondering what the goal was and if it was achieved. For some, it's
a nice reunion and that's fine, but there has to be some higher purpose. I enjoyed the videos from the dioceses, but I
wish I could have left Atlanta understanding the Church's position on some of the terrifying events happening both
within and outside of the US. Not just ISIS, but the unraveling of US society with attacks on Church, family, marriage,
even the most basic elements of life: like male- and female-ness! These things are frightening and I know that our
Church is virtually the lone voice crying in the wilderness when it comes to God's truth in these matters....but I heard
nothing at all about these things at the AAC. Furthermore, how many more years will we hear that the unity of
Orthodox in America is going to be taken up by Metros and bishops....and what progress has been made thus far?
None, it seems. We Orthodox in America are under moral and spiritual attack RIGHT NOW and can't afford to be
splintered! Yet, again, no real mention of this was made at the AAC...and the opportunities were there! Particularly in
regards to youth! Consider: Our children and young people already share a culture: They are all
Americans!/Canadians! Much of the prior ethnic ghetto mentality has already passed away. Our children are sitting
next to each other in school, having no idea that the person next to them is Orthodox! (It's not a subject kids - esp.
teenagers! - would bring up on their own!) And regardless of their jurisdictions (which they couldn't care less about)
they are all under the same attacks: Church is stupid; marriage is not necessary; do whatever makes you feel good!
And 800 committed Orthodox adults sat in Atlanta, debating whether language from the original 1970 statutes should
be changed. How long can we have nice meetings while we ignore the wolves growling and gnawing at the door,
ready to literally devour our children and young adults? Doesn't God expect us to be vocal and take some action and
leadership in this? Aren't we supposed to speak up for truth? I certainly would have appreciated some direction and
encouragement on these things. I was stunned to hear at the last plenary session that the youth component to the
AAC had been suspended for 10 years! That's the BEST part! In 2005, I took my then 15-yr old daughter and 13-yr old
son, at my expense - "kicking and screaming" in protest - to the AAC in Toronto, although I was not a delegate. And
they had the most fantastic experience, actually asking to stay with the group longer every night and sad when it was
over! It was the first time they actually stood in a CROWD of their Orthodox contemporaries! If you eliminate the youth
component...don't even bother with an AAC! Overall, I had a nice time and enjoyed myself in Atlanta...but I really don't
know how much of real substance and relevance was actually accomplished.

8/25/2015 12:51 PM

82 Fine tune the web, realizing delegates will be in the sessions with internet access, and make it easier to find the
relevant and information needed on a timely basis, especially resolutions that may be changing in the course of the
day.

8/25/2015 12:50 PM

83 This was a great council, well planned and well executed. But the hotel was understaffed and over-priced. They made
up for the discounted rooms by overcharging for food and parking. The next council should be in a location that is
centrally located and easily accessible, not like Parma, Ohio. And I personally think we could do liturgy every morning
and vespers every evening. Thanks!

8/25/2015 12:49 PM

84 Food at the Hilton was ridiculously expensive. The $75 banquet meal was terrible and skimpy. There was little time to
run to Peachtree Commons for meals in between sessions. All meals for everyone at the council should be taken in
common. The meals don't have to be fancy. We need an Orthodox facility and not a hotel for our councils. We need to
start saving to buy or build our own facility, like Antiochian Village, only big enough to accommodate 1000 people. The
OCA should have looked into this and done this a long time ago.

8/25/2015 12:47 PM

85 Spent 4 days in a hotel just to vote on about 3 to 4 resolutions that could have been accomplished in 1 to 1.5 days.
What a waste of valuable time/costs of having all the 'filler' material in between voting on the resolutions.

8/25/2015 12:46 PM

86 The hotel was nice but not great. The Mariott next door and the Hyatt were awesome compared to the Hilton.
Plenaries were too long, should be shorter. No time for dialogue it was all one way lecture. Very boring. No time for R
and R, the mantra about clergy self care was said quite often but how many of us took time to visit the local museums,
took a long walk, or had time with family, it was either A. services B. Plenaries or C. Workshops. Has anyone given
the thought to have maybe a half day of meetings and then let us go out and actually "enjoy" the local sites and
attractions? Everything was too programmred, need more time to just "be" and to share.

8/25/2015 12:46 PM

87 This was a very good AAC. The tone was wonderful and I feel that in large part, it was due to our wonderful new
Metropolitan and his staff.

8/25/2015 12:40 PM

88 Make sessions realistic in time. Allow for slight overages in time. Allow longer breaks between times. Choose places
that have plenty of resturants nearby

8/25/2015 12:29 PM

89 I think one of the biggest strengths of the AAC is an informal one: the community we revive by gathering together. I
worry that by letting plenary sessions run far over time, we cut into that all-important informal fellowship that sparks the
conversations that fuel our Church. I think in the future, we should look to streamlining the plenary sessions as much
as possible. For example, the video updates from the dioceses were interesting, but they were much longer than
necessary. Much of what was said in the plenary sessions could be accessed online; the in-person conversations
could not be. I understand how important the plenary sessions are for church business and church unity, but I think
that by redistributing more time for workshops, discussion groups, and informal fellowship, we would improve attention
spans in the plenary sessions and increase the Council's influence on the life of the Church. Thank you all for your
time and hard work: it was a very enjoyable experience, and I look forward to the next!

8/25/2015 12:28 PM

90 Frankly, it's just gotten too expensive. 8/25/2015 12:28 PM

91 keep the same line like in Atlanta. I was a local Priest and I was pleased with coordination. 8/25/2015 12:23 PM

92 I would appreciate more unscheduled time to be with other clergy informally. The only free time was at night, and
because liturgy was at 6 am it created a situation where free time completed with the Divine Liturgy.

8/25/2015 12:18 PM

93 Need to have wi-fi available at plenary sessions. 8/25/2015 12:16 PM
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94 Please keep daily Liturgies. More time for brotherly interaction between clergy. 8/25/2015 12:14 PM

95 This conference was great with a sense of spirituality and of optimism. Consider considering the theme: this time
"Fulfilling the Great Commandment"--making disciples, by baptizing (sacraments), teaching and observing. Also, the
videos for giving snapshots into the on-going life of each of the dioceses was very powerful.

8/25/2015 12:10 PM

96 Most important is to leave open Monday morning for arrival. This means not even Diocese meetings. Arriving on
Sunday means an extra nights lodging for the parish to pay for and If the venue is a great distance the obtaining of a
fill-in priest for Sunday Liturgy. Do not schedule anything after 7 PM. Have more workshops.

8/25/2015 12:07 PM

97 Invite a world-renowned orthodox speaker to give an inspiring presentation on the spiritual life. Perhaps someone like:
Archimandrite Zacharias Zacharou or Metropolitan Athanasios of Limassol.

8/25/2015 11:59 AM

98 This was my 4th AAC. The Liturgical Services particularly the Hierarchical DL are always uplifting but a realistic time
should be apportioned. The fact is that it does take 3 hours for the HDL. It was problematic when trying to meet with
friends outside the sessions to have the schedule altered sometimes by more than a hour. The first plenary session
scheduled on Monday evening has to go! There were a number of attendees who had travel issues shell-shocked by
jet lag then having to attend an evening session - torture!

8/25/2015 11:57 AM

99 More time for workshops. I only got to go to one. Workshops should be 2 hours, not 4 hours long. Also, more social
time with our bishops. Other than that, great council!

8/25/2015 11:53 AM

100 Disability Access - using a generally accessible venue doesn't help if then set up our part of the situation poorly. My
email is tokahfang@gmail.com, and I have a zillion thoughts on this matter if you are interested in hearing them.
Particularly, though, the seating, entrance, and counting system for the Plenary Councils gave the door guys
headaches/confusion or made an entire row people move just so I could come in through the correct door in a
wheelchair as a lay delegate. I imagine folks with walkers, etc had similar challenges.

8/25/2015 11:50 AM

101 Departmental reports condensed to bullet point formats of 3 pages or less, making the contents far more manageable
and digestible for us delegate - perhaps setting up a session where delegates and other could meet with whatever
departmental folk(s) they wishes to see for more detailed information/specifics, but the sessions get bogged down
with too much detail and not enough strategic prioritization

8/25/2015 11:45 AM

102 It was fantastic that they had a youth program including teens. KEEP that!! Plenary sessions were a bit long but I know
important things were accomplished. Only challenging part was trying to get to the Peach Tree center (only
reasonably priced food) and back during lunch as time was always "short" to get back to the workshops; the
workshops were wonderful by the way!

8/25/2015 11:44 AM

103 Make sure there are some free periods when people can socialize 8/25/2015 11:43 AM

104 There needs to be more time for socialization. People haven't seen each other in many years and I often felt rushed
when trying to catch up with friends. The days started too early and ended too late. The large formal dinner needs to
be less formal so people can mingle.

8/25/2015 11:40 AM

105 Hotel was great but too expensive beyond the room cost. Otherwise very well organized and edifying, due to the
person and leader in Metropolitan Tikhon and the daily services.

8/25/2015 11:36 AM

106 Less expensive venue. Missions simply CANNOT AFFORD five days in a downtown metropolitan area with hotel and
food costs on top of travel expenses. Maybe for some older affluent parishes that's possible but not for us. When
parish can scarcely afford the cost of a priest it's too much expense to stay in an expensive hotel in downtown Atlanta.
SECONDLY it is completely ridiculous that the council is run like a week long business meeting. I don't want to hear
thirty reports on the status of every institution connected with the OCA. The relevant business could have been
conducted in two days. Have the Holy Synod handle the routine business. It's not a shareholders' meeting.

8/25/2015 11:31 AM

107 Keeping sessions on time. Fewer sessions and activities, sometimes one felt overwhelmed. 8/25/2015 11:28 AM

108 Time-limit the committee reports. Encourage use of video in place of static slides for presentations and limit length of
video reports. Diocesan reports were well-done.

8/25/2015 11:26 AM

109 Congratulations for a job well done 8/25/2015 11:20 AM

110 Include an evening community 8/25/2015 11:15 AM

111 The space used for the Liturgical services was somehow cramped because of the tables for the plenary sessions. The
Hierarchical Liturgy which is to me the highlight of the AAC still had all the tables and so everyone was arranged in the
aisles and the back... the lines for communion were hard to spot and it wasn't clear when and how to get up to the cup
because of the clumps of people bunched up in the clear spaces. The night before, after Vespers, has in the past
been devoted to a time for confessions, but this time the schedule did not include designated priests on duty to hear
confession. I had to make a personal appeal to a priest to meet me for confession after the service, and then there
were people milling around everywhere, including right up front where the relics were, such that there was no private
or quiet space to be had. He heard my confession with people walking back and forth a few feet behind me. It would be
an important aspect of the AAC for the large room to be more accommodating to the liturgical services.

8/25/2015 11:13 AM

112 More discussion time...perhaps an extra day? 8/25/2015 11:11 AM
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113 Those who are speakers at the Plenary sessions should be lined up near the podium. It is not necessary for everyone
(700 people) to be kept waiting while speakers walk to the microphone, take their time getting the Bishop's blessing
and then finally say their prepared remarks. Also-- there should be a time limit for oral reports. More time for questions
and discussion from the floor. At the very end of the council, opening the floor to general questions and comments
means that we are not really sure when the council will end. At that point people want to get on the road. Having an
optional open dialogue built into the actual schedule might be helpful. That session also needs to have some kind of
time limit.

8/25/2015 11:11 AM

114 The meeting schedule could use some work. Various presentations extended well past the allocated time and it was
almost impossible to make up the time needed to get back on schedule.

8/25/2015 11:09 AM

115 This was a governing body. Discussion was severely choked off/controlled. Administrative agenda is shoved through,
and the clock is run out on all the rest. Either be conciliar or be autocratic. But a kabuki dance of one when the other
is occurring is a waste of precious resource that could be planting missions and feeding the poor.

8/25/2015 11:09 AM

116 A more professional moderator. A less lengthy banquet. Choice of keynote speaker was very good. 8/25/2015 11:08 AM

117 Smaller group meetings. Less videos, which were the "same ole, same ole". If reports are sent out early WHY read
them at the Council? Needs to be more "catered in" meals so delegates to not have to eat at restaurants.

8/25/2015 11:06 AM

118 Services could be briefer and at times when they are likely to be better attended. One Divine Liturgy where everyone
is present would be preferable to several poorly attended Liturgies. It should be possible to participate in everything
offered without getting exhausted!

8/25/2015 11:05 AM

119 I'd really like to see the AAC return to using churches for worship services and plenary sessions. The Parma AAC,
while "extraordinary," was a blessing in that regard.

8/25/2015 11:02 AM

120 Was very difficult planning meals. The more affordable places were far away. Was very expensive at the hotel. Would
be wonderful if we could find more affordable conference areas.

8/25/2015 11:02 AM

121 Thank you Fr. Eric! Fr. Paul Jannakos 8/25/2015 11:01 AM

122 Time management re: speakers and presentations. Also, be sure to select chairs that can "tactfully" keep things
moving :)

8/25/2015 11:01 AM

123 Better time management. Several times sessions ran over causing a change in the daily schedule. (And not just a few
minutes, but at least an hour.)

8/25/2015 11:01 AM
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REPORT OF THE STEWARDS OF THE ORTHODOX CHURCH IN AMERICA 

Archdeacon Joseph Matusiak 

 

On July 1, 2016 I began my work for the Stewards of the Orthodox Church in America. Prior to 

this date I met with Mr Raymond Boyd, outgoing SOCA administrator. During that meeting and 

one subsequent, Ray gave me a good introduction to everything that he has accomplished over the 

past year and to how the office works. He showed me the Stewards Packet he created, the goals of 

the office, and where we are at now in terms of the database and contact information. He also 

shared with me the model "gift acceptance policy" which we will use to help craft our own policy 

relevant to our needs and capacity. He shared with me the model he has used when visiting 

parishes, and we had a good discussion on how we might increase the number of parishes visited 

by making use of Metropolitan Council Members, Department heads, Officers and other 

“ambassadors” of the OCA.  

 

It should be noted here that Ray did yeomen’s work in getting the office organized, putting the 

database in good shape making hundreds of personal phone calls to assure we have good database 

information.  

 

For the 2016 fiscal year we have committed to doing two appeals.  When I began on July 1, 2016 

no appeals had been made, and I am not sure that we will be able to fit two in for 2016. In mid-

July I began the planning for the first appeal which we decided would be for the Feast of St 

Herman. Beginning the planning for an appeal three weeks from the start of the appeal is not 

optimal, but we felt our first appeal could not wait until the fall. 

 

 I spent a lot of time thinking about this appeal, what our message should be, and how we want to 

accomplish it. While generally we try to use the All American Council theme of “Expanding the 

Mission” in all we do until the next council, I felt that the OCA and SOCA really need to remind 

the faithful of the many justifiable reasons we have to be proud of the Orthodox Church in 

America. On August 9 I posted a video of myself introducing the St Herman appeal. The general 

theme of the video was stewardship as more than financial giving. My intention was to remind 

members of the OCA that we are each stewards of the spiritual deposit given to us by St Herman 

and those monastics with him who landed in Alaska two-hundred and twenty years ago.  

 

The second proposed appeal, which needs further work, would open on the Feast of the Meeting 

of the Lord in the Temple. The theme of the appeal could be centered on youth and highlight 

generations of faithful in the Church - telling their stories as they have experienced life in the OCA 

from their youth to now.  

 

Apart from our appeal member acquisition must be priority. This fall I will begin looking at ways 

to identify and reach out to potential new members. One idea is to use the old TOC subscription 

list - last month an older gentleman called me to ask about continuing his now defunct TOC 

subscription to help pay for the OCA REVIEW. I told him there is no subscription for the Review 

and I pointed him toward the Stewards, it made sense to him, it might make sense to others. We 

will also have to work closely with Diocese, Metropolitan Council Members and other 

“ambassadors” to acquire as many addresses and emails as possible. Going forward we might think 

about focusing on the idea of 'membership' and minimum donations to attain “membership” status 

over and above 'donation'.  

 



For the present, it is of utmost importance to have 100% participation from the Holy Synod, 

Metropolitan Council and Chancery Employees. The ability of an organization to show full 

participation from within is key to gaining new members. And, if and when we expand our ability 

to conceive of grant applications our participation percentage will by very important.  

 

Finally, apart from simply raising money for the ministry departments of the OCA, it is my vision 

that the Stewards of the OCA begin thinking about new ways to support the work of the OCA. 

Fundraising dinners, concerts, charity runs and other such events are all things we need to move 

toward if we are truly going to grow SOCA into a strong philanthropic institution within the OCA.  
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Q1: How well do we understand the MC's 
mission, plans, goals and objectives? 
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Our leadership team has a statement of its mission that is understood 
by all team members, i.e., “why are we here?” 

14% 64% 7% 11% 0% 4%   

4 18 2 3 0 1 2.1 

The mission statement or other document serves as a “compass” for 
the leadership team that helps in setting future directions. 

7% 71% 7% 11% 0% 4%   

2 20 2 3 0 1 2.2 

The leadership team has a plan that spells out specific goals and 
objectives for the next 3 to 5 years, i.e., “what are we going to do?” 

11% 14% 29% 43% 4% 0%   

3 4 8 12 1 0 3.1 

The leadership team members understand the history of the leadership 
team (i.e., where we came from). 

14% 46% 18% 11% 0% 11%   

4 13 5 3 0 3 2.3 

The leadership team members communicate their plans and progress to 
their constituencies (e.g., dioceses) and seek feedback. 

4% 32% 29% 18% 0% 18%   

1 9 8 5 0 5 2.7 

 

 

Note: Respondents: Bishops 4, Clergy 12, Laity 11, Unidentified 1 = Total 28 out of possible 39 

  

OCA METROPOLITAN COUNCIL/ STANDING SYNOD OF BISHOPS 
LEADERSHIP SELF-ASSESSMENT RESULTS 

September 19, 2016  
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Q2: How well do we know our individual 
leadership team responsibilities and how do we 

relate to one another as leaders? 
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There are written statements of roles/responsibilities for the bishops 
and the other leadership team leaders and how they relate to one 
another. 

11% 46% 11% 25% 0% 7%   

3 13 3 7 0 2 2.5 

The leadership team members understand clearly their individual roles 
and responsibilities. 

7% 39% 14% 25% 0% 14%   

2 11 4 7 0 4 2.7 

I understand clearly my roles and responsibilities as a leadership team 
member. 

25% 57% 7% 11% 0% 0%   

7 16 2 3 0 0 2.0 

Individual members know what the leadership team expects from them. 
4% 37% 19% 22% 0% 19%   

1 10 5 6 0 5 2.7 

I know what the leadership team expects from me. 
11% 54% 14% 21% 0% 0%   

3 15 4 6 0 0 2.5 

Individual members “know where they and the leadership team are 
going.” 

7% 11% 46% 29% 0% 7%   

2 3 13 8 0 2 3.0 

I know where the leadership team is going. 
7% 29% 36% 25% 4% 0%   

2 8 10 7 1 0 2.9 

The MC members understand well the desires of the bishops. 
0% 30% 22% 33% 4% 11%   

0 8 6 9 1 3 3.1 

I know what the bishops want from the MC. 
4% 32% 25% 36% 0% 4%   

1 9 7 10 0 1 3.0 

The bishops understand well the desires of the MC members. 
4% 21% 32% 32% 0% 11%   

1 6 9 9 0 3 3.0 

The leadership team members understand and support what the 
administration “does.” 

7% 36% 43% 7% 0% 7%   

2 10 12 2 0 2 2.5 
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Q3: How well do we, as the leadership team, 
work with one another? 
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There is an atmosphere of mutual love, trust and support between the 
bishops, the administration, and the other leadership team members. 

21% 61% 14% 0% 0% 4%   

6 17 4 0 0 1 1.9 

The leadership team members deal effectively with disagreements 
between themselves. 

4% 64% 18% 11% 0% 4%   

1 18 5 3 0 1 2.4 

The leadership team members have frequent opportunities to get to 
better know one another and understand where each “is coming from.” 

11% 43% 21% 21% 0% 4%   

3 12 6 6 0 1 2.6 

Individual members respect one another and their opinions. 
18% 71% 7% 4% 0% 0%   

5 20 2 1 0 0 2.0 

Individual problems or differences of opinion are addressed face-to-face 
rather than through third parties (e.g., “no gossip”) 

4% 44% 33% 7% 0% 11%   

1 12 9 2 0 3 2.5 

Individual efforts are rewarded with thanks. 
7% 43% 32% 11% 0% 7%   

2 12 9 3 0 2 2.5 

Individual efforts are not “second-guessed” or criticized. 
0% 18% 61% 14% 0% 7%   

0 5 17 4 0 2 3.0 

Individual members love one another as brothers and sisters in Christ. 
32% 64% 4% 0% 0% 0%   

9 18 1 0 0 0 1.7 
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Q4: How do we, as the leadership team, work 
for the mission? 
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The leadership team members are energized and optimistic about the 
future. 

7% 68% 18% 0% 0% 7% 
  

2 19 5 0 0 2 2.1 

The leadership team members have plans for self-improvement. 
7%  33% 33% 7% 0% 19%   

2 9 9 2 0 5 2.5 

I have a self-development plan as a member of the leadership team. 
4%  43% 21% 29% 0% 4%   

1 12 6 8 0 1 2.8 

Individual members understand what Christian leadership and service 
are. 

7%  64% 11% 7% 0% 11%   

2 18 3 2 0 3 2.2 

Individual members take the initiative and seek responsibility for 
specific activities/ projects / jobs. 

4%  64% 25% 4% 0% 4%   

1 18 7 1 0 1 2.3 

Individual members feel accountable for their individual responsibilities 
and follow through accordingly. 

4%  71% 21% 0% 0% 4% 
  

1 20 6 0 0 1 2.2 

There are no problems in finding people to take up leadership positions. 
4%  14% 36% 36% 7% 4%   

1 4 10 10 2 1 3.3 
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Goals, Calling & Formation of Leaders

• We should remember often, the Calling Isn’t as Clear as it was to 
the Prophets that Pdn. Peter mentions.

• But if your focus is, as Pdn. Peter says, “God’s will be done” and if 
you believe that the end results are things pleasing to God, not 
your own desire, you should proceed and see if the effort is 
blessed.

• YOU can help create Leaders by giving people responsibility!
• Should We Develop a Core of Experienced Leadership Mentors?

All rights reserved 2016 – Charles R. Ajalat



Goals & “Discovering the Will of God”

• Be careful of “signs” but be open to them as well.

• Often we may go down a path that is not the right 
one, but will be refined and hopefully end up in 
the right one.

• If the goal really is GOD’s will, you should not 
fail—if it is His will, it will work in some manner; if 
it does not work, its not from God & you don’t 
want to do it anyway.

All rights reserved 2016 – Charles R. Ajalat



Goals/End Results

• In discovering God’s will, define as carefully and 
as specifically as you can the goals or end results.

• Ask whether you believe those results are most 
pleasing to God.

• Ask whether you think those results can more 
effectively be “achieved” in some other way.

All rights reserved 2016 – Charles R. Ajalat



Example of Goals: Advanced 
Leadership Institute

• Initial Desired End Results

1. To strengthen the participant’s faith.
2. To strengthen the participant’s leadership skills and  the laity/clergy.
3. To create or strengthen ministries (social action, evangelism, etc.)
4. To develop networks, bonds,  future Board members/donors..
5. To develop a core of  mentors for future leaders.
6. To give additional visibility in society to the Church .
7. Target Sr. Successful or Younger Church Leaders—separate/together?

• Is the Harvard Cost Worth the Value—or Can It Be Made to Be—Participant 
Donations?  

All rights reserved 2016—Charles R. Ajalat



Goals & Content: Spiritual & Secular –
Example: Adv. Leadership Institute

A

Suggested Content:  Orthodox Leadership in Social Action 

Day 1 & 2 Early Church Writers (Athanasius; Irenaeus), Church History & 
Governance, the Divine Liturgy, Death and Salvation, IOCC, 
FOCUS Projects (Add Evangelism, Faithtree, Seminary Educ., etc.?)

Day 2 & 3 (or 4)  Advanced Leadership, Strategic Planning, Negotiation,  
Selecting a Board & Exec. Director, Fundraising, 

All rights reserved 2016—Charles R. Ajalat



Qualities to Inculcate
Vision & Prayer

• Vision—A leader sees the need and the solution and inspires the 
team toward a visionary goal, even if a stretch.

• E.g.s of Leadership Vision  & to, as Pdn Peter Says, Actualize Them:

--Cleveland Ranch: From “Can’t Do” to “Can Do More”
--IOCC: $50 million/year? $100 million?

• Prayer—an essential part

All rights reserved 23016—Charles R. Ajalat



Vision & Prayer: A Leader Asks Why 
Not?

• When something that a person believes is 
pleasing to God, important,  and should be done, 
but isn’t being done, what should he or she do?

• Pray, take the leap, form a team, and be 
tenacious in trying to do it, until God leads you in 
another direction.

All rights reserved 2016 – Charles R. Ajalat



Qualities to Inculcate:
Tenacity in the Face of Difficulties

• SCOBA’s Presidency & the “Good of the Church”

• A Jurisdictional IOCC or OCMC Versus the 
Church’s IOCC or OCMC

• Family Support – “the third time is the charm”

All rights reserved—Charles R. Ajalat



Tenacity: Be Creative in Overcoming 
Obstacles



The Team
Finding the People & the Resources

Executive Directors

• Need for a full-time executive director for 
a program, perhaps cost-sharing in 
national/diocese/parishes.

• Economic Life of Executive Directors 

All rights reserved 2016—Charles R. Ajalat



The Team:
Finding the People & the Resources 

The Board of Directors & The Need for Initial Capital

The ideal situation is to find 5-10 people to start who will make 
a 3 year financial commitment of funds of $5-10,000+/year.  

One needs to build a visionary initial major donor base.  It may 
take 25 asks to get 5 good board members, even nation-wide.

The broader capital—The ideal is to get a large number  
of people at $50-$250 per person to sustain the ministry.

All rights reserved 2016—Charles R. Ajalat



Are Your Mission & Practice 
Consistent?

• 2 Great Commandments & the Great 
Commission (“Salvation”; Our Neighbor)

• OCA’s Mission particularly Evangelism.

• The Metropolitan Council initiates the budget

• Is the budget consistent with the Mission?

• How to increase the budget?

• Are Economies of Scale Needed?

All rights reserved 2016—Charles R. Ajalat



Furthering the Mission: What If Any 
New Ministries Are Needed?

Some Ideas (Others where there is need?):

1. Adult Education: Seminary on-line Certificate?

2. Evangelism & Community (Becoming Truly Human) 

3. Adult Education & Community Building (e.g. Faithtree) 
--Is your closest confidant in the Church?

4. Creation of & Association of Local Philanthropists

5. Association of MDs, attorneys, etc. on a Metropolitan 
or Diocesan basis

All Rights Reserved 2016—Charles R. Ajalat



More ideas?

• Diocesan Pan-Orthodox Youth Dirs? Camps?

• National parish based ministries Cf. Faithtree.

• FOCUS feeding programs throughout diocese

• Local & regional Leadership Training Programs

All rights reserved 2016—Charles R. Ajalat

Furthering the Mission: What If Any 
New Ministries Are Needed?



Conclusion

• God can call leaders through YOU!

• Develop Specific Goals, Vision, Prayer, Tenacity & 
Teamwork!

• Make Your Mission & Budget Be in Sync & Consider 
Economies of Scale & Fundraising!

• Ask What, if any, New & Existing Ministries Should the 
MC Lead In!

All rights reserved 2016—Charles  R. Ajalat
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